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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report contains the evaluation and impact-assessment of
11 experimental projects funded by the National Science Foundation
in FY 1974 and FY 1975 in an attempt to increase the number of women
engaging in science-related careers. The report assesses both the i
indiVidual projects and "R collection of projects as a whole. The
University of Kansas, Policy Studies in
projects -were conducted at:
,Education, Queensborough College, the University of Missouri at
Kansas Cicy, Rosemont College, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
two at Miehigan Technological University, American College Testing
and the University `of-Oklahoma. An addendum of the report will be
prepared for Mary Baldwin College, the only project not yet completed.
ttlapter I describes the evaluation methodology used by'the
Denver Research Institute. The methodology included an assessment
of project documents, site visits, a participant impact survey, and the
utilization of an evaluation forth completed by both DRI and the project
directors. 'The chapter also describes-the'difficulty ain conductin
'the evaluation because of the many different internal evaluation
instruments developed'and used by the projects. In addition; the
design of some of the projects for internal evaludtion was not ade-.
quarts to permit definitive conclusions.

Chapter II of the full report contains a synopsis of each
Each synopsis contains a description of the projof the_projects.
as
it
was
originally
conceived, the project as it was actually
eg
lemented, obstacles to project implementation, a description of
project personnel including-role models, a report of the primary
-outcomes as described by ProjectdoCuments, by the data obtained by
,the-particiRant impact"stirvey; and' from observatior& derived from the
site visits. Each synopsis also'contains a section On the secondary
impacts of the project,:the materials-developed astthe project
product(s), and the dissemination strategies employed by project
lsotcontains a section on project costs, including
personnel.
It also
the estimated cost to-reuse the curriculum 06ducts in other settingS,
.and a section on recommendations 'and conclusions of the evaluation
team. Only the project descriptiOns add.conclosions are given in the
executive summary document.
,

The third chdpter contains o servations derived from the
ntal.projects with respect
to theireffect-on professional career , general career recommendations,
reentry programs., and general administr tion recommendations regarding.
future program decisions.

...,comparative assessments of the expert
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The report contains several recommendations. Since the data
did not proVide a basis rot conclusions, the evaluation team,employed
a "preponderance of evidence" approach to estimating the success of
These estimates.couId not be used to indicate causethe projects.
,
r.
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effect relationships, so commonalities between the projects were
. proposed as hypotheses to be tested. They are summarized under
three headings:
Hypotheses regarding programs to encourage the participation
of women in science careers are concerned with:
1.

Concentrating on women already interested in science

2.

Concentrating on women with above average motivation
and ability

3.

Using workshops as a format for the treatment

4.

Encouraging participant_ interaction

5.

Using sustained periods of contact

6.

Using role models in as many situations as possible

7. "Using "hands-on" experiences
8.

Segregating some activities by sex

9.

participation
,
A
Aiming efforts at significant others in the
community

Removing institutional barriers
.

10.

A list of hypotheses or recommendations regarding geneirl
HoweVer, two concepts are
career education would be very long.
delineated as most relevant-to science. careers. These.are:
1.

Separating special science programs from general
_career-education
Emphasizing the importance of matheimatics
preparation

2:

The hypotheses regarding reentry programs for mature women`
are related to:
.

Concentrating on underemployed women

1.
-

3.

4.

Considering the emplOyment prospects in the local
Funang projects to update. skills,

Enhancing the job readiness skills of the
'participants

-

.

5: --Increasing the assistantships for mature women
continuing their education

6

The general administrative recommendations for use by'
NSF are:
1.

Improving the quality of the research, including/
more selectivity in funding
roviding technical assistance to project
directors and
c.
using standardized evaluation tools
a.
b.

2. 'Coordinating intergovernmental and interagency
activities
3.

Continuing experimental activities by NSF

4.

Including specific programs for minority women

5.

Attending to the continuity /institutional problems
of the funded efforts

.6.

Disseminating the

7.

Systematic study of the effects of:
aggregating minorities/women;
7/
the attitude's of the male science establishment and
the effect of "significant others" in eireal
time situation
:-

materials

-

.

....OP
.

The appendices contain a. list of alternative interventions.
They begin with a list of psychoLagical, sociological and institutional
barriers to the participation of women in science-related careers.
ome assumptions arg delineated, and different kinds of interventions
or tr9latments that might be used are proposed. Each of the suggeSted
intelOVentions, is categorize&by educational le6e1; e.g., elementary
school,'high school, 'college, graduate school, reentry and postemployment programS. THe appendices also contain a sample of the
evaluation collection sheet used by DRI, a sample of the participant
impact survey and the cover letter accompanying it; a bibliography of
selected programs similar to the NSF projects, a film bibliography, a
selected bibliography o the literature; and a selected annotated
bibliography of the li tllrature. These are not included in the
executive summary document.
k
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

According to the NSF Bulletin (E-74-1) announcing the'educational programs for the fiscal year 1974, among the program goals
were "increasing the flow of women into careers in science" and
"discovering effective mechanisms for increasing participation of
women in scientific careers."
The Natinal Science Foundation funded eight experimental
projects-1n 1974 and four in 1975 in an effort to meet these
Projects had budgets ranging from $20,000 to about
objectives.
100,000. The educational level of the women they addressed
rAnged from the secondary level to college, and postgraduate/
This report
reentry age groups.
Each approach was somewhat unique.
contains an evaluation of each of these projects.

The program strategy chosen by NSF was to fund a small number
of disparate projects, to assess their effectiveness, and to utilize
the results in future planning. While this is a viable and costeffective approach, especially in areas where little is known about
effective programs or mechanisms, it presents many difficulties for
the evaluators of those programs.
Because of theIdesire on the part of NSF to have feedback
as quickly as possible upon which to base their future program
decisions, most of the projects were funded for a.one-year'period and
were required tO have an "internal evaluation" component. -This
"internal evaluation" most frequently translated into an experimental/
control groUp design. The most reliable measure of effectiveness is
an actual increase in the number of women pursuing science-related.
careers. However, this dependent. measure is not 'viable. for a one-year
project since the- participant's appearance in the labor force may be
four to ten yearsn the future. Therefore, the majority of the,
projects chocise some measure of attitude or knowledge change over the
year period, or an interim behavioral measure,Ne.g., science course,
Further, no valid instrument exists designed
declared major, etc.*
to reflect changes in career options, awareness of career potential and/
_
Or career plans. Consequently, the majority of the project directors
were forged to design their own evaluation instruments or attitude
This situation was disadvantageous for boOm the
questionnaires.
First, validating a questionproject directors and the evaluators.
naire and assessing its reliability is/a complex, arduous, and expensive

*Several of the projects are conducting long-term tracking at
-their own expense.
4
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undertaking that requires considerable sophistication in the rather ,
narrow area of testing. Second, with a pre- and post-test design
even the most reliable and'valid attitude measures frequently fail
to reflect changes in attitudes because of "sleeper" effects or
other variables.
Even then, reported attitude changes may not be
translated into behavioral changes. Third, many different and
unvalidated aelf repot inetruments were used as dependent
measures.
For all these reasons, the project evaluations or experimental outcomes cannot be considered definitive.

Another factor limiting the Denver Research Institute evaluation effort was frequently a less than adequate design and analysis
of the experimental intervention. Almost without exception the'
project directors appeared very committed to and well versed in women's
problems and science subject matter. Most, however, did not have
extensive experience in project evaluation and/or experimental
procedures. Given the delire of NSF to produce "hard results," one
possible remedy to this situation may have been for the Foundation to
provide guidelines for data collectioil to the project directors or
to provide technical assistance in their evaluation efforts.
The task of Denver Research Institute, then, has been to compare "apples and oranges," e.g., different experimental
r atments
measured by idiosyncratic instruments which have no repor ed
',..r.eliability/validity data. Since the typical project did not result
in statistically significant results, the evaluation team had to
resort to more subjective judgment than proposed.
This judgment has
covered the outcomes, and impacts, project personnel and processes,
and project materials.

Methodology

r

The information for the evaluation effort was collected several
different ways.
Copies of all the documents produced by project
personnel were studied.
Site visits were made to most of the projects.
During the site visit, the evaluation team interviewed available project
personnel, participants, role models and consultants. After the
site visit, the team completed the form outline given in Appendix .B.
The form was slightly modified and sent to project directors to complete
in order to verify the evaluation teams' perceptions and/or to
correct any erroneous concli.;sions, as well as to provide data the
-team may have omitted.
In an attempt to "standardize" the outcome aeasuies of the
projects.,\the evaluation team-aent out.a short independent "participant
impact survey" to the project participants whose names were provided

114,,
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CHAPTER II
PROJECT SUMMARIES

A.

"Increasing Participation of Qualified Women in Traditionally
Male Science Careers"
66045
University of Kansas. Lawrence. 'Kansas
Project Director: Walter S. Smith. Associate Dean of Women
Project Amount:
$12,745
Educational Level:
Secondary
q

Proposed Project*

The project was proposed to test the hypothesis that if,college
freshman women who possess the necessary ability become aware of the
barriers to participating in science-related careers and receive parental
and peer suppoft in their effort to overcome the barrieri, then these
women (the experimental group) will enter traditionally male science
careers in a significantly larger proportion than a comparison (control)
group which does not receive ZP2cial treatment.
The subjects for this project were to be drawn from women seeking admission to the University of Kansas who possessed high science
and mathematics ability, have takei'high school science,and mathematics
courses adequate to pursue a follege science major, but do not aspire
to a science career (defined as One in which males constitute more than
80 percent of the practitioners).
Two groups were to be identified:
the first, seeking admission in Fall 1974 (the comparison group), and
the second, seeking admission in Fall 1975 (the experimental groUp).
Each group was to have 100-r150 members
Members of the experimental group and their parents were to be
invited to separate, concurrent workshops in the Spring of 1975.
The
comparison group would not have'access to the workshops, the'home study
course, or to any other aspects of the instructional treatments.
Both
groups were to receivethe same post-tests, although the comparison
group would receive the post- tests-one year earlier than the experimental group.
The purpose of the student workshop'was (1) to identify for
each student aspects of her own self cone pt which may inhibit her
choice of a.traaitionally male'science
reer,f(2) to work in group
planning sessions to understand ways in
ich these inhibitions have

*Many of the project descripiiOns were taken in part from.
"Brief Descriptions of 28 Studies and Experimental Projects Related to
Careers in Science for Women,Funded by the National Science Foundation
for Fiscal Years 1974 and 1975." National Science Foundation, August
-1975.

(
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affected het carver choice and to broaden thr range of possible
earixer choices for each participant, and (1) to show ti5e students'
how they Can urge the University's resources to pursue 4 traditionally
At the same time, but in a separate workshop,
male science career.
uced to possible realistic careers and life
thel: parents. would be int
patterns for women and be liven an opportunitity to explore new career
aspirations for their daughters.
Following the workshop. the student participants were to pursue
a home course cif atudy which would build oti the workshop's oblectives. (This course of study, to be completed before the start of their
first seniesterkmcollege. would yield college credit.
The participants were to be encouraged to live In The same
residence hall during their first year in college, no that they would
be able easily to meet formally and informally to discuss problems,
provide mutual supPor5,,,and continue to make plans to overcome per
and external barriers to their pursuit of traditionally male science
careers.

;pc two groups were to be compared at the start and end of
their freshman years.
Comparisons would be made in (1) career choice,
(2) iareness of barriers Which have impeded women's entry into traditionally male professions, and (3) success in personally removing
barriers from entry into traditionally mile science careers (e.g.,
expectation of personal career achievement. independence of spouse,
and willihgness r.) assume responsibility).
Using the same testing
procdures,. the.Cto groups will again be comp:Iced five and ten years
after the start of their freshman year.
An additional result of this project was expected to be the
development of an'exportable package of instruction which could be
used by other uni.versities or by the high schools to increase he
science career aspirations,of.their women students.

.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The workshops were conducted as planned.1 and appeared 'to be
successful in that more women in khe experimental group stated thoy
were planning to puAue science-relaied careers than in the control.
group from the year before (48.6 percent vs. 26.5 percent). These
results, however, cannot be considered conclusive because the second
comparison group, those who were invited to the workshop but who did
not attend, also reported a similarly high p"reference for science
In addi ion, the respondents to the participant impact survey
careers.
reported the high st proportion choosing science as a career and currently
taking a nth or .,ience
lc
course. Because the response to the workshops
was generally positive, and because .no evidence)of any negative effects
were found, the workshops were judged to be probably successful.
.

.

4_
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No conclusions can be reached about the "home study" course.
because of the small number completing it.
However. the little data
available suggest that it is interesting and well prepared. The
evaluation team would like to see it utilised and assessed. The peer
support groopm may be more appropriate for upper clans women and
might MvL with better suceet:s if structured around a task, e.g., a
tutorial program, a special course, since these were not frequent
or well attended.

e

The partialpAnts judged the role models to' be the tawst effective
component of the workshops. The evaluation tram fuels that the project
director, a male, wax also viewed An a IlonttivV role model in that he
Is supportive of womens' careers.

The workshop materials: and home course\of studies are designed
as a self exploration'exererne and are complete and In usable form.
The materials have a widespread applicability, for a wide range ,of
age groups, career preferences and for both sexe* and could be used in
conjunction with a variety of other materials. Consequently, the
evaluation team feels that the limited distribution should be expanded
into formal dissemination activities.

Although the attitude of the parents toward the workshop was
not evaluated directly, interviews with the participants led the
evaluation team to believe that strategies including parents in the
career planning process may he very fruitful and 4hould be explored
further.

Although the emphasis on perceived barriers was dropped
because of the reactiorr of theltomen, the gerceived barriers were
recorded.
When the control group was asked to list the barriers,
the lack of educational and employment opportunities in science was
the most frequently mentioned. However, when:rinkillg a list of
b.irriers, the difficUlty of combining a science e4reer with a family
was the most prominent.
111.
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B.. "Science-Oriented:Career Development Wo,rk6hops for sigh
4
School Girls" :
T
_
=
Polici.Studies in.ecluckacin,' New York, New York' 10017
(Gfant'originellymade to Institute for EdugatiOnal.
.

.

,

.

,

"DevefoPment)

.p

.

Project"Direptor:- Virgird.a'AS.'Newton
Project llkount:.

.

$'65,193-

Educational Level;

'

..-

Secondary

.

.

_.

.

.

PrOwsed'ProjectY
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.
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In this project a series of career.deelopment workshops were*
to be designed: The' workshops. were to -be developed to serve as a
model for use by schools as a whole package or as stparate units for-.
natural scienee,"mathematics,or social science classes. They were
to include two life-style-workshops, three career-cluster workshops
relating to three broad areas of science, and one integiating work-'
shop.. Five-of these would be pilot tested in the first semester of
the 1974-75 school yearin one school; all would be field tested in
the second semester. in the ,first school and in n-a contrastingsecond
school.

Project personnel were to include staff from Policy Studies
in Education and Catalydakiha national nonprofit orga-nization founded
to expand career opportuniV%s for college-educatgd women. They were
to work with associates from /selected schools.
Female and male workshop speakers would serve as role models. An advisory committee was
,

to function as a resource concerning specien_content for the career° cluster

-workshops.

The girls who participate were to be compared with similarly
selected nonparticipant groups with 60 persons in each group.
They
were-to be at or above grade level and possessing the potential for
entering scientific careers. Only women were to be included tin the
expelmental groups, but men and women were to be -contained ill_the
control groups. ,Pre-- and post-instruments_ would be used to assess
initial levels and changes in the direction of,the predicted student
outcomes.
Formative evaluation techniques, used throuihout the pr9j'ect, were to furnish information on the reactions of the gtudent
participants, the school associates, and the workshop .speake.rs.
_

The majon cohlparisons in the data analysis were to involve
participant vs-. comparison groups; grade 10 vs. grade 11; noncoeducational vs. coeducational school settings; and socioeconodtic/
ethnic grouping. These major variables were to be examined in relation to such variables as career orientation, knowledge of scientific
fields, college aryl career preferences, and sex-role stereotyping.
The project was expected to result in a full des"cription of
the model for use in other schools,, a teacher's guide, a compendium

t3

of resources, separate guides for the indiVidual workShops,
mareer-guidaneq materials, And a videotape to illuStrete the work.ship process. .

Conclusions and Recommendations

Although no firm conclusions can be reached becauseof the
j.oss of a high ability sample, several planned control groups and
the design of the internal evaluation instrument, it must be concluded that-this approach was probably not successful and should
pot- be replicated until it is modified. That is, the final report
Acoted that while educational and occupational aspiration's may have
increased, therange of nontraditional career choices, including
science, that the participants were considering,-- decreased.

The role models were 'reported to be the most effective
componeet of the project: The project resulted in seve4a1 interesting-observations about the nature of effective tolemodels.
The participants reported that they were more influenced by the
role'models they could iddntify with; the younger, college and It
graduate students rather than the accomplished professionals.
with
the
role
models,
-was also reported,that participant interaction
in a small group, rather than formal presentation, was the most_
successful mode of econveyiag informatian. It was also observed
that the job which the role model held was unimportant;_her'enthusiam for her job was the critical component., The younger
women were-more interested All-whether it was possible to combine
a career with a faMily and/or alternative life-styles than the
content of a.particular_:job. Finally, the participants reported
a preference fdr an all-female environment. Therfore, we recommend utilizing a wide range of role models in an informal,
all-female, .small group setting.:
-

This project documented the problems that may be encountered-in attempting to conduct a project within, the public'
Since all .ot,the projects attempting. this strategy
school system.
met some obstacles, we recommend careful thought and planning_
prior to implementation.
The materials for the-project are complete and could be
used independently or in conjunction with other materials. Little
-_
dissemination of the materi9.s,has occurred.

4-
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"Development of Educational Materials to Recruit
*omen Into Scientific Careers" .
Queensborough Community College, Bayside,
New York 11364
,
L. Noche, Department 'of
Projeet Director: D
.
,Physics
Project Amount: $20,129
Educational Level: Secondary and College
.

.

-

.

.,

.,Proposed Project

Multimedia packets (including slides, written materials,
and an audio-cassette) were to be prepared on five living women
scientists, representing a range of ages and diverse fields of
expertise. The packets were to concentrate on explaining the
research work the/ women are doing but would include a small addition of personal data. Each woman was to be personally interviewed by the Project Director.

For evaluation, five selected educators in different
educational-positions would administer a questionnaire before
and immediately after the use of the packets to measure their
impact on/the cognitive and affective behavior of students regarding careers in physical science.
Conclusions and Recommendations
A

a

contractualagreements (six
The project exceeded
interviews rather than five) in the allotted time period. The
/packa6 contained bibliographic materials of six outstanding
/ women scientists;.not representing a continuum of Aehievement.
Different age and'ethnic 'groups; as well as life-styles are
portrayed. The packet is transportable, convenient, inexpensive
and of average technical quality.

k

The effectiveness of the package in changing attitudes
cannot be assessed from the design othe internal evaluation
and the data analysis. Our impression is that the length is
not sufficient to alter existing career-plans. However, the
packet would appear to be easily combined with any other pro- ;
gram, and applicable to a wide range of age groups frem junior
0 high to reentry groups.
Dissemination activities have been successfully
conducted, by the American Association of Physics Teachers and
the National Science Teachers Association.

1
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and,FormaMaterials for, Engineering"
Ancillary
of
Women in
of, a Film on
Technology.
Live Evaluation
Institute of 02139
ssachusetts
Massachusetts Fitch; Center fOr Advanced
Cambridge,
John T.
Project Director:
Study
Engineering
$35,919.
and College
Project Amount:
Secondary
Educati nal Level:
,

D.

/

(1'
has
Proposed Project
Study at MI
Engineering"),
Advanced Engineering
film ("Women in school and the
The Center for
of
a
in high
the first version
young women in engineering. Procompleted
to motivate
consider careers engineering students
which isedesigned
of college to
presents
work, and at home:
.,-early'yearp
verite style, it in school, at
and
cinema
duced in
women engineer'S groups, in the classroom, eriand professional
discussionprovide an understanding:of
women in
surrounding
would
Showing these
hoped,
stereotypes
it
was
myths
and
funds
were to
on thejob, dispel some of the
NSF
models.
female role for students and educators,
gineering,
and provide
of guides
of the film and
engineering,
preparation
the
effectiveness
of the
of the materials
be usedfor
evaluation
modifications
formative
and for
for a
materials,
the ancillary fihdings of the evaluation.
to be a two-stage
based on the
work
was
of the
purposes of
component
Twomajor
An important
feedback to the
materials.
proposed
provide
of the
the
(1) to
evaluation
work were to be: facilitate and strengthen the
the evaluation writers that will
(2) to document
and
of setmaterials;and
.filmmakers of the proposed
in a variety
when
used
development
of the materials
effectiveness
frameserve as a
posed
to
were
A number of questions
evaluation study:
in the prowork for the
participation
does
To what extent
students' understandiria
1.
broaden
terms of its
project
posed
engineering--in
of career
of the field of
and the range
society
function in
opportunities?
film, the ancillary
does
,the
discussions
What impact
2.
both
refated classroom
and
and concerns
materials,
attitudes
toward the
have on students' as a career and
in
toward engineering
women engineers,
role of professional
particular?

tins .
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3., Do students.develop a clearer understandfngofthe skills'and interests needed to enter
the field?
4.

Are students better able to analyze their
own abilities and interests in relation tcl
pursuing 4a career in engineering as'a result
of having, participated in this program? Do
\they demonstrate -a clearer understanding of
how they might' pursue their interests in this
e
field?

_1 To address these questions, MIT' planned to employ several
complementary clinical and survey teghniques to gather relevant
Interviews with students, and teachers were to be condata::
ducted using a semi - structured forMat and op,n-ended questions.
ClaSsroom observations'were also planned. Dfta collected by
these methods were to be used to illuminate quantitative find-.
-lugs gathered by means of written questionnaires. The questionnaires were to .be pitmarilymultiple (forced) choice in
`format, althOugh they would alio include a number of open-ended
questions. In the first stage; trial versions of the film,
student leaflet and educator's handbook would be tested locally
in a small sample of classr9oMs (approximately five). During
this period the evaluation instruments were to be developed
A questionnaire was to be administered to'
and pret-ested.
students in each of the claSsrooms; several students in each
'classroom and their teachers were to be interviewed; and class,
_roordrobservations would be made during the viewing and discussion pekIods.
Y.

Conclusions and Recommendations

-

The film and booklet offered concrete usable information about the field of engipeering, and the requirements to enter
MIT reported that' more students were undecided
'the profession.
'about careers in engineering after the film and class discussions
than before and more-Students reported they Were not interested,
in engineering Careers.--The outcome, then, was slightly positive.
However; 'because of :the evaluation design, no defiriitive conclusions can be reached. The evidence seems to indicate that while
the materials are good; they are-7-ia sufficient in and'of them -"
selves to alter existing preferences: The materials did, however,
increase the accu1acy of perceptions about the occupatiOn and its
requirements.
The materials are probably most appropriate for eleventh
graders and tenth graders of high ability, since more twelfth

graders 'reported not being interested in the content./ -They can
be easily'adapted for a single class period in any subjects
relimed to engineering or career education. Since Vie impression ihade on males by the film was not discussed, the film
might/be most appropriate for career.edilcatiod cl4sses, ratherthan science or math classes.. The dissemination activities.
conducted by MIT have been extensive and fruitful:
1

The final report by MIT indicated that the female participants expressed a great deal of interest in combining* career
with a family. In fact, it is interesting to note that a
greater percentage thought that engineering was appropriate for
for women than thought thatn-Ambining
a career and family was
AP
appropriate for women.
Recognizing the extremely small amount of money allocated
to the- internal project evaluation, the evaluatiCkn team feels
that development of a standardized measurement instrument) by
NSF would be especially useful to these types of_projects. The
approach of congruent validity used in this study (use of .different instruments conceptually related to arrive at a conclu-

sion) provides a basis only for amore general interpretation
of results, and the post questionnaire-linking "before I saw
the film" and "after .I saw the film" likely confounded the
results.
The evaluation team- would prefer to see a greater
number of males included in the evaluation
ksuch projects, so
the differences could be conclusively analyiga. Specifically,
although males were included in both the experimental and
control groups, no differencesby sex are reported.. It is
assumed that either (a) no differences were present,.(b) the
-differences were not analyzed or (c) the number of males in
the sample was too small to reliably show any difference.
a.
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E.

"Increasing Women in the Sciences through an EXperimentAl Mathematics Project"
University'ofiMissouri,'Kansas City (UMW)
Principal. Investigator-: Jar. Ciro yn MacDonald
Project Amount: $27,664
EducationAl Levei: College.
Project No.: GY 11326

Proposed Project
A

Thirty freshman Women entering UMKC in the fall of 1974
were to be selected for participation in a project designed to:
increase the,number of women in the sciences_by reinforcing their
mathemAtical skills. Students were to be selected for their
potential ability to study successfully in the sciences. Selection,
would be on the basis of nationally standardized test scores.- The
group was to be divided into subgroups,of those who expressed an
interest in science_ and those Oho did not. All 30 students
were-to receive a specially designed_, mathematics course exclusively
for women, with individualized and group counseling, personal
assistance and tutoring, lectures, seminars, and field trips.
Comparisons were to be made between the science-or4nted and
nonscience-oriented women on measures of achievement and satisfaction. Pre- and post-test measures ofpattitude were proposed.
As a measure of project effectiveness the performance of the
participants would becompared with students in other introductory.
math classes. The experimental group of 30 was to be compared
with all students enrolled in Fundamentals of Math classes and
also with women only along the lines of academic performance,
professed interest in science, and attitudinal changes during
the course of the year. As a measure of the effectiveness of thespecial course content and format separated from the effectiveness
of the teacher, a follow -up study was proposed of students who were
enrolled during 1972-73 and 1973-74 in standard sections
taught 'by the instructor for the experimental cousse--

It, was anticipated _that_'the experimental project would
provide information on. which methods are most effective in,the

classroom and counseling situation and, if successful,,would
serve as a model _for other college projects designed to encourage
able young women to plan academic prOgrams in science areas.
Conclusions and Recommendations
.

There were several factors that were -Simultaneobsly manipulated with the experimental group that complicate the analysis
of the contribution of any one of these factors. The course was
team taught to all women, used a special text, provided tutoring

-1 9

sessions, had a-smaller enrollment, and different examinations
"(content andIormaE) than the control groups. The only valid /
measure to-report 1:4 the percentage of women who elected additional math classes and went on into ealtulus. Unfortunately.

/

comparative. information _is not complete on 'this measure and the
institution would not release grades_in calculus:I. However; from
informal mechadisms'it can be,reported that the percentage of

women choosing subsequent math courses was higher than the
_control group, and compared to previous years_was significantly
higher than either men or women in standard sections. In fact,
the evalUators'_ participant impact survey` indicated that more
women had decided on a science career as a result of the course
than in any other of the projects. Therefore, the project was
-judged to be probably effective.' The comparison of the-impatt
of the course on science-oriented andnon-science-oriented
women went unreported, and_aggregate reports onpercentages
of. women in science careers did `not permit the examination okthis phenomenon.
-.
-

High on the list of 'attributes favored by t he partiCipants was the all-female environment_ (particularly for the
older woman) and
"the supportive nature of the.environMent as'
permitted by .the small pupil to teacher ratio.
It is, hoW-ever,difficult to sort out the mosteffective elements: Obviatisfy
some of talle. factors that contributed to participant satisfaction
cannot be used routinely in-math classes. It would be impractiChl
to have all clas'ses of men or woMen students only and few
schools can afford to cut normal class size in half and at the
same time assign two instructors and a .tutor to each class.
However, the suppOrtive, can-do, atmosphere can be replicated on'an extensive basis at no cost to the institutions. Until
that time the lower teacher to stude
ratio and the special
emphasis on helping women to reach their own levels of competence through elective all-female classes appears to be a
helpful situation.
.

.-
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"New Opportunities fcT Women Chemists:. Recovering
....
st Skills"
`Ros.ont College, Roslemont, Pedniylvanta
Project Director: Suzanne P. Varimbi
Project Amount: $3i0043.(rwq years)
Educational Level: Post,-.-Sadcalaureate
.

4

Proposed Project
The purpose of the. proposed project was to (a) Identify,
locate, and invite the participation. of women college' graduates.
pf the years between 1959 and 1968 whose major subject was
chemiStry but who:had not worked
chemists since their grad\tuition and would Consider full7t
employment if their knowledte
and skills could be brought up to date; (b) offer a year of intensive
contemporary laboratory work, suppleMentedipy-adeqmate review and
updating in, chemical principles:in a lecture and seminar setting;.
(c) provide a working internship in an individual laboratory; and
(d) offer career guidance -and placement with.suitable employers
upon successful' completion of the training.!
.

.

.

The project was to be 'evaluated in terms of (a) the --

participant's.satisfaction with the training program, (b) the
success of theprogram in placing participants with chemical-industries, and (c) the satisfacti6n of employers with the participanedatraining as-demonstrated by her performance after a
periodof employm60t. .Theproject was'funded by NSF.for
$34,043 with approximately $11,000 additional of matching_funds',
$7;400 of which came. ,from industry in the formof consultant
-services and visiting lecturers.
!

Conclusions and Recommendations

Although.this type of program is necessary to update
skills, the project.was not highly successful' if measured by employedpartiCipants. Of the 11 women completing the course
over thetwo year period, only two currently have full -time empioyment;three are in full-time graduate school, two are currently
seeking employment, and four decided not to seek employment.
Both employed-women,--hooever, have'been'highly complimented by
their employers, and-Rosemodt is continuing the program.
'

The women participants reported-that the paid internships
N. were-valuable, as was the supportive; all-female environment. The
seminar sessions were more important when conducted. as help
sessions than as the information sessions. The career guidance
and placement activities were minimal, taking only_about. two
hours.

11

The evaluation team recommends. the exploration of several
modifications that might increase the number of employed parti:One modification is
-cipants at the termination of the project.
not funding this type of project in a are where the unemployment
rare is tigh and likely emiRloyers ar laying off workers.. The
project can result in dual problems f (1) disappoIntm t to
candidates and (23 backlash -Among o er workers. A,jf6b market
analysis should probably precede the initiation of projects
Secondly,
where there is expe tation for immediate employment.
be
advisable
to
concentrate
oh
underemployed
Wtmenand
it
provide them with s ipends. Thesit could-be in the,focm of
either on-the-job,experiences; such as the prTgram the Food and,'
Dreg Administration is conducting as part-of their affirmative
action program, or
o attempting to recruit women with ba-che4.ors
degrees in science currently employed in clericallWor sales jobs
to this type of programc-Finally, we are convincedithat thesewomen need additional psychOlogical assistance to "successfully
make the transition to employment, and we recommend-comp) menrary.
intensive use of workshops, seminars, etc., to assistaese women
in examining and overcoping the obstacles and problems related
to employment.

\)
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I(
"Recruiting Women to Engineering
Careers"
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Project Amolant: $10,912*
Project 1pirector: R. Leon.Leonardc School of Aerospace,
a
Mechanical-, and Nuclear Engineering
Educational_ Level: Secondary School
AO

Proposed Project

-.

S.

The project was Proposed to test the hypoaiesis that even
a,brief (one-week long) experience at engineering, school for high
school women would provide more information-and stimulate maxe,_-interest in an engineering-career than a more traditional deluge
mailing.- The residential seven-day Program was designed to present
50 young high school women with all understanding of-what they might'
do as practicing engineers and as engineering students. The program planned to include' presentations by practicing women engi.
neers, discussions, tours, and experimental demonstrations bey the
various academic departments of the College. of Engineering, as
well as participation in a "hands-on" engineering projeat. There
was no Bost to the participants other than a $15.application fee
and the expest-a transportation to and from Notrman.
The participants were to be selected from those who had
completed at least theird.sophomore year in high school and who

had diverse geographiCal and sociodeorfc backgrounds (in order
to both Atztract a_cross section, of wo en into .engineering and to

test .the generalizability of the results ,of. the planned iniervention). Media publicity and a Ballow -up- program were expected
to aid. in spreading She influence of the program.
The accompanying
recruiting effort was expected. to serve as a fodus of interest for
the women currently enrolled in-engineering at the University.
By
serving in the recruitment and follow-up, and as project leaders..
during the residential program itself,
was theorized that their
own interest and enthusiasm would be strengthened- "No methods fot
evaluating the extent to which this reinforcement occurred were
proposed.

it

Evaluation measures were proposed for the-participants
and for a -control group composed of gtr1s who applied fOr but
did not attend the program. Questionnaires were to-be used-to _
estimate the impact Of the program on career choices as well as
on attitudes toward and knowledge_ about engineering. The eiraluation was also expected to.meaure the attitudes and knowledge of
teachers and parents.

*Plus matched funds from Shell Oil Company.

S

,
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Conclusions and Recommendations
AA an-alternative to deluge mailing or high school career day talks,--the week long seminar' was pubably effective in providing information and encouragement to the young women involved,
sincr a greater numbe
'the experimental _group repoefed planniqg
'in-the control group.,
an Aigineering career
..
e

-

.

.

.

.

/

.

.

The retruitment-'procedures appear to require 'improvement.
For-one thing, minority-Participation, although proposed, did.
not materlalize end the participants were exclusively white
middle cAss. Allhough tioephigh ability and highly motivated
youngsters-are more easily identified from within this group,
no efforts wereopbse ed to broaden this participation.

The $15 applica ion fee, certainly modest enough for
week long residential 'program, may have been a problem since
it wa
at all clear that all applicants would be accepted.
A $5 processing fee to en ure genuine interest plus a $10 registration fee, or simply th
omise of returning the $15 to unsuccessful applicants may have been more satisfactory. As ob-served.by one participant, the routine inclusion. of trshilen
and sophomores would ensure more opportunities for-selection
of the appropriate college preparation classes.
.

(4

L...

.

From the responses to the lectures and to the hands-on
projects, it seems clear that succeeding seminars should minimize
the former and continue to strengthen the latter. Of particular
interest is the observation that most of the participants appreciated the career information provided as being the major
strength of the program, even though they enjoyed other more
unique aspects of their experience. We recommend spectal attention
to control group procedures in projects designed to provide an informationallbase'for
ure programs. That is, many of the
lty in obtaining an adequate comprojects share OU's dif
parison group; consequently, no definite conclusions can be
reached. We would encourage am emphasis on evaluation rather
than implementatiOn in these R&D projects; e.g., the appro.
priate controls should be retained even if.it reduces the number
actually participating in the treatment.
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liResearch /ntroduction,to a Scientific, Education`!
..
-toucher College, Townson, Maryland 21204
Project Amount
$69,581
Projecv-44Aqopctorz
Long,- Department of Psycho2ogy
Educational Level:c S ondary
- ,,
.

.
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.
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Proposed Project 0
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Project. RISE tested he hypothesis that women high school
_students
o are involved4in
aningful colfege level scientific
probl
olving.activity10111 vel greater interest in and

more fav able attitudes toward scieptific careers than their
classma s who do not have such an experience. This hypothesis
was derived from research and theory in social psychology which
indicat
that.participation, role-playing, and public.commitpent are
e ffective agents of attitude change.
Social facilitatfon,,social "reinforcement,aud identification with attractive.
and powerful models are believed to be the social processes that
operate in the.exper
ntal treatment in order to promote changes
in the experimental u Meets.
.

.

n

Subjects were to be selected at random.artiong_those female
high school juniors who scored at or above the 75th percentile
in grade level standardized achievement tests on the basis of
national norms and were to be assigned at random to three groups,
each of about 60,subjects. The experimental group and two control
groups were to be tested initially with four different instruments.
The experimental group was then to undergo the experimental treatment; which was to consist of a free four-credit course at-Goucher
-College.
The course was designed to be an interdisciplinary introduction to scientific research, and was to involve the student in

designing,Carrying out, and evaluating an independent research
project.

At the end of the courser the experimental group and both
contrclil,groups were to be tested with the same instruments used as
in the initial testing.
It was expected that the experimental
and first control group would not differ in the initial testing,
but that in the final testing the experimental group would be
higher in .interest in and attitude toward scientific careers
'
than it was in the initial testing, and higher than either control
group in the final testing. The change in the experimental group
-from initial to final testing -was dlso' expected to be significantly
greater than the change for the first control group. A long.itudinal follow-op consisting of a questionnaire about career plans
was expected to be carried out in the spring of 1978.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Because ofthe significant,.altAasgh_perhaps temporary,
resulting decrease of interest in science, it is recommended that
thii.format.not be r9Lused unless alterations are made'. The "basic
research" formax_ might-be used more effectively.:with higher ability or4.college age women: This recommendation, given in the
%

toucher" rtpoit, is in par,t dile to the fact_tkat tner'e was a posi-

tive correlation-shwn between the grades in the course and their
ratings of the project. Fierth..c, both commentulrom the partici-

pants repotted inAhe projreport and interviews'wlih the DRI
team, some oT the young women failed to grasp the concept of
"research," And hework appeared to be bCyond their ability.
A more flexible and concentrated schedule might be used.
The final report noted that the one week interval period appeared
too long to keep sustained interest on thAl'part of the young women.
The.two hour period did not allow sufficient work to be done by
the instructor and teaching assistants. For example, in the
biology- experiments, recordings on- the: crabs had to be made- every
day.
Consequently, the students could not participate in all
phases of- the research.
\

Highly motivated students might blused excltisively,
Although most of the students Were _somewhat interested in scienice,
there was some indication thatthe students ,were encouraged by
their parents to attend because it-offered four.college credit
units for; free.
Consequently, both the girls and the parents in
the upper Riddle class community saw the program as a practical '
matter.
I
some circumstances, incentives, whelythey serve to
draw inappropriate populations, may hotbe adviKable.

The project might be more effeCtive if the studehts had
gotten-to know each other.
As far as the evaluators could as,certain, few of the women made friends with each other during the
project.
For those interested im putsuing science as a caceer,
friendship with other women may provie some peer support during
work_ for atypical goals.
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"Measuring and Improving Awareness'and Attitudes of
Girls Toward Engineering"
Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan
49931
Project Amount: $26,000
Clyde E. Work, College of Engineering
Project Director:

Proposed Project

The purpose of the project was to explore the level of
knowledge and attitudes of eighth grade girls regarding engi7
neering. Specifically, the project was intended to answer the"
following questions:
(1) What level of awareness do eighth grade
girls,' their parents, teachers and.counselors have about the job
-of an engineer, placement opportunities for an engineer,-and op
portunities for women in engineering? (2) What attitudes do,
eighth grade girls, their parents, teachers, and counselors exhibit toward engineering, and women in engineering? (3) What
effect will contafts with women engineers, information about
engineering and experiences with engineering-related activities
have on the awareness of and attitude toward engineering of
eighth grade girls from various types of schools?
(4) Which
method(s) of introducing information about engineering- is (are)
most cost-effective in improving the awareness and attitude of
eighth grade girls toward engineering?
The project was to involve eighth grade girls from three
different Michigan schools:- one in the sparsely settled Upper
Peninsula' and one each, from the suburbs and inner city of-a large
metropolitan area.
he eighth grade girls in each high school
were to be divided into five groups of equal size on a random
basis. One group was to receive (1) lectures about engineering,
(2) discussion with women engineers, (3) audiovisual, and (4) printed.
Information about engineering; a second group was to (1) perform
"hand's -on" engineering-related pro'jectS under the guidance of

women engineers, and (2) to receive printed matetials about engineering; a, third group was to- receive printed information about
engineering without speakers or projects; a fourth group was to
le contacted only through printed information provided to their
parents; and a fifth group (controls) was-not to be given any
special information at all during the experiment.
The.changes in awareness and attitudes of these girls with
respect to engineering were to be used to measure the influence
and cost-effectivehess of diffeent information dissemination
methods- The awareness and atiitudei of.parents, teachers, and
counselors were to be surveyed using questions similar to those
asked the girls but appropriately-worded for their respective
toles.

2..5

Conclusions and Recommendations

-

It was very difficult to assess the outcome because of
the nature, formating and analyses of the data. However, it
seems to be a fair conclusion that none of the treatments had a
significant effect on career choice.
Several interesting trends
were noted. First, the treatment seemed to have positively
affected girls already interested /knowledgeable about engineering,
and to have negatively affected the others. Consequently, we
recommend concentrating'on those women already interested in
the field.
The mailing did not produce any significant
effects, although a slight effect of the hands-on projects and
role model presentations may have been present. This trend may
suggest utilizing long peril:Ws yf contact and/or more intensive
treatments.

The project was well conceiVed and extremely ambitious
and could have provided a great-deal of information about effective.treatments. However, the funding was probably not adequate
successful
uccessful implementation. Difficulties were'again encountered in attempting to work in the public school system that may
have mitigated the possibility of decisive findings, but the
evaluation instrument used made it impOssible to discern what
the findings were. Because of the good conception, but inadequate evaluation, the evaluation team strongly recommends
technical assistance to similar projects.
..2,
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"Workshop for Guidance Personnel: Engineering and
Science Career Opportunities for Women"
Michigan Technological University, Houghton,' Michigan
Project Amount: $31,500
49931
Project Director: Clyde E. Work, College of
Engineering

Proposed Project

The objective of the project was to examine the following
three questions:
1.

Can the awareness and attitudes of counselors
and secondary school teachers of science and
mathematics toward scientific and technical
careers for women be improveeby conscious
treatment?

2.

How much improvement in awareness and attitude
can be achieVed in a short period of time?

3.

What changes in behavior will result from the
anticipated changes in awareness.and attitude?

The mechanism that was to be employed was a two-week workThirty-six participants were to be selected to form six
project groups, each consisting of four guidance counselors
(three from high schools and one from a junior high school) and
two teachers of science and/or mathematics. Distribution between
males and females was to be based on the proportions in the
counselor and teacher populations of Michigan. Participants were
to be chosen from .schools within about 500 miles of the workshop
site to minimize transportation costs.
shop.

.

The program was to.consist of about seven half-days of
presentations by outside resource) people and discussion of the
fields they describe and information they present, five half-days
of field trips, five half-days of group project work, and "three
half-days of planning and project presentation and evaluation.
In the project phise of the workshop, each group was to choose
an approach-to 'follow., in presenting information to students in
40egrades 7 throigh 12; to critically-evaluate existing materials,
to recommend changes and develop or revise some =materials; and
decide on a strategy for using the materials.
To measure changes-in awareness and attitudes of workshop
participants an evaluation instrument was to be administered at
the time of application to attend the workshop and again at the

end of the workshop. Changqls in behavior were to be identified
by use of a second, less formal instrument to be developed by the
participants themselves during the workshop. The instrument was to
be self-administered at the end.of the school year following the
workshop, and it called for judgments about the extent to which
'certain overt behaviors related to career guidance changed in the
year after the workshop as compared with the year preceding it.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The approach of workshops for teachers and counselors
appears to have been successful and should be: replicated. The
evaluation team feels that the leverage apd ripple effects indicated by the diverse and extensive efforts on the part of the
participants in the conhnunity the following year may make it
an effective mechanism to encourage women to choose science -related careers. Since some of the people incorporated the workshops with .eheir vacations, cost-sharing arrangements between
the university and the participants might be investigated. This
would also set up a mechanism whereby the university hosting
the workshop would benefit. Consequently, it may improve the
chances for continuation without additional federal funds.
It may be possible to convey the same information in
a shorter period of time, if necessary, and it may be more cost7,
effective to convey this kind of information to all school -per
sonnel on the job.
Some of the group projects generated at the workshops
..
proposed means of sharing"this information with parent's through'
PTA programs, etc., as well as the young people. We :feel
these approaches deserve exploration, e.g.., the workshops currently
designed for the young women could also be presented at parent
teacher functions.

fr/
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"Promoting the Exploration of Personally Relevarit Career
Options in Science and Technology"
The American College Testing Program
Project Amount: $49,794
Project Director: Dale J. Prediger
Director of Development Researcb
Educational Level: Secondary

Proposed Project

/

This project proposed to focus on ninth and twelfth grade
girls who had not previously expressed an interest in a career in
science or technology. The primary objectives were to evaluate
the .effectiveness of replicable procedures for stimulating-the
exploration of, preference for, and plAnning toward science/
technology careers on the part of girls possessing personal
characteristics assumed to be compatible with such careers.
The secondary objectives were to identify the perceived barriers,
the information needs, and facilitating f ctors related to the
consideration of careers in science, as i entified by girls with
high potential for such careers. The proflc.t/proposed two distinct studies: one for ninth grade girls and another for twelfth
grade girls.
In the ninth grade.study a sample of 360 academically
capable girls in three high schools were to be stratified according to occupational preference and educational aspiration, and
then randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. The
experimental group was to complete a nonsex restrictive interest
inventory and subsequently receive a report-of results that identified specific job families related to the individual's ekpressed
interests, A second stage treatment was to include group discussions of career' planning aid and procedures.
In the twelfth grade study 1,000 girls not planning
college major in science/technology but having relevant academic
potential were to be identified from among the 120,000 college
bound girls taking the ACT Assessment in October 1975. All
subjects were to receive score reports including a section relating
their career interests to college majors and job families, and
Five hundred
booklets on educational Ahd vocational planning.
experimental,group'subjects, divided into low interest and high
interest groups, would also receive two mailings that lipted their
potential for science careers and encourage their expla-ation of
such careers by providing related career-information.
The project was expected to provide statistically evaluated
and generalizable evidence concerning the effectiveness of a
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h
nonsex restrictive interest inventory, and other
for stimulating girls' exploration of scienee. a 'eers Outcome
measures would: include amount of subsequent carve;, exploration,
-changes in career preferences and plans, and enroll. nt in
science- related courses.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This study indicated that mailed material, in the absence
of other interventions, is not- spfficfent to
arllite the career
112
preferences of high school seniors. The same US t be concluded
discussions.
regarding the nonsex restrictive inventory -Old Clef.
In sum, while such interventions may be good, they are not enough
to counteract existing beliefs and mores. Theref ore, the evaluation team feels they may best be Used in coniuntrionwith more
intensive interventions, or with women alreadY expressing a pre -.
ference for a science-related career.
Because of the design and -'aitalysis, the

'01 this

experiment were conclusive and Were reported
standard
terminology. Since conclusive outcomel were the
than the rule in this set of -experiments, the que_stion is raised
regarding the relative efficiency of funding, researchers
background in experimental design rather than persons in other
disciplines.
'Oa

Because of the interesting differences threar)c)rardteed by ACT
perceived barriers between the ninth and twelfth
girls',
we recomment, a study of the perceived. barriers at the time the are
perceived rather than in historical retrospect-L. The materials
Used in thii project were excellent and shbuidiLie rlcated
where possible. The Assessment of Career Deve"-°Pilint Ippears t,o
r.,0
nd its
be a' good vocational interest test and .we would recto
usage in other projects. The booklet Women ill Ql-rIc
nd
Technology: Careers for Today and Tomorrow is a 1.71l prepared
document that could be incorporated into a wide
rletY of other
career education programs.
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L. "Increasing Women in Science Through Reshaping Role Perception"
Mary Baldwin college', Staunton, Virginia
Project Director: Dr. Donald Thompson
Project Amount:
$99,681.98
Educational Level: Post Secondary
A

Proposed Project
!fr

The specific aims of the project were to:
increase the student's awareness of careers in science open
to women;
influence the student's attitudes in the direction of more
favorable perceptions of such roles;
enable interested students to obtain direct experience in
areas of possible science careers throughJanu ary term and
summer internships;

organize the information obtained about career options into
a permanent and, ongoing file so that faculty and students
at the participating colleges and other interested colleges may
readily retrieve this information.
Four women's colleges--nollin6 College, mary Baldwin College,
Randolph-Macon Woman's College , and Sweet Briar College-- were to participate in a program that included several components. These included
,seminars featuring successful women scientists at Hollins College and
Mary Baldwin College; exposure to a videotaped PaCkage on science careers
at Hollins College, Mary Baldwin-College, and Randolph -Macon Woman's
College; and a variety of internships in scientific careers at all four
colleges.

The seminars were to feature four or five role models who were
on one campus for approximately one day at each coflege. During each
of the six college seminars,. discussions were open to all students and
asses
then the role models were available as resource People in science
-and as consultants to the students on an individual basis.
The content of the 30 videotape present AA/ons was generated by
interviewing successful women scientists (typically the seminar -role
7? models). The project director encouraged the science and mathematics
'faculties at Hollins Cga.lege, Mary Baldwin College, and Randolph-Macon
Woman's College to incorporate the videotaped presentations into their
respective science courses.
.

k

J
During the course of the project, the director assembled, detailed
information on careers in gcience for women.
This information was disseminated at the close of the project to all four campuses. In addition,
opportunities were made available for student_ externships during the
January term and during the summer months. These externships were to
include 160 hours of on-the-job experience at various industries and
agencies involve4 in science-related endeavors for which credit would be
given.
_

Evaluation of the project was to be made by analyzing the
results of tests on attitudes toward science and \scientific careers
given before and after the program at the four co leges and by
cross-comparisons among all four colleges.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The pro ect comprised of seminars, career counseling, externships and videotaped career information represented the most comprehensive intervention Cif the projects. The project was aimed at first.
-ges
year students and the junior science majors at four women's co
although all students from the schools could participate in some o the
program activities. These.activities.represented an increased effor and
modified focus of ongoing programs which have now been institutionalized
at Mary Baldwin College. There was differential participation in the
the campus of the project director participated to the greatest
project:
extent; junior science majors were more involved than freshmen; but freshmen who anticipated a science major and those who did not were proportionally represented.
During the period of project activities the percentage of
declared science majors increased substantially at the campus where
the activities were concentrated. Although this may have been due to
multiple causes, it seems likely that the proje&t activities t their
secondary impacts contributed to this effect. jNo,specific activities
can be'implicated because the target group of freshmen and juniors
declaring science majors remained relatively constant and shifts from
science to nonscience majors and from Adhscience to science* were not
The project can also be judged a success if
significantly different.
rate of participation and participant satisfaction are used as criteria.
In addition, many positive secondary outcomes resulted on the Mary
Baldwin campus.

There were several parts of the project that were suggestive
and interesting, but.not completely explored by the project evaluation.
These are:

*This was tr ted as an equally probable event in the analysis
although national dat suggest that a shift from science to nonscience
is the more probable a ent.

The cooperative arrangement between relatively contiguous
1.
schools represented a promising cost-effective approach to career inevidence iridicates.that the schools
Yet
formation activities.
It is possible that the
participated and benefited ' differantially.
logistical barriers encountered may be surmounted once thd activities
were operational rather than'experimental. On the other hand, personal
commitment and responsibility of the institutional members may have
more far reaching affkts than the activities themselves.
2.
The study had the potential for- reinforcing existing
decisions. While it certainly performed this necessary function,
it also pro ided career infOrmation for ,_those women not choosing
science-r
ted careers. The overall efTecton the campu§ where

activit es were concentrated suggests that career activities ma,
be bene icial to both group.
The externships represented a unique component of this
project, and, in general, served to enhance career commitment among
In addition, such externships provide a
the junior science majors.
close and more realistically based relationship between .thec mmunity
and the colleges that should serve both to increase career awa eness
on the part of the faculty and to increase the employability o\....
its
..
graduates.
3.

P

The most unfortunate part of the experiment was its
failure to indicate Ghe iVicts of exposure to project activities in
order-to provide an indi tion of necessary level of effort needed
to reverse the flow of women away from science majors. In this experiment, as with almost all naturalistic experiments, no reasons for"the
increase in science majors could be postulated from the experimental
results, e.g., the differential effects of-project activities on
attitudes was not determined.
4.

5.
The fact that role models were graduates of the local
colleges probably enhanced their effect, e.g., the majority of the
role models had graduated from Hollins or Mary Baldwin. This likely
increased student identification with the role models and their
success seemed attainable.

The affect of,,,the additional career counseling offered by
the project is not clear; since its influence on freshmen-was not
ar)lyzed. In addition, ;he low attendance at the weekend seminar on
career counseling and aAertiveness is not discussed. The lack of
enthusiasm on this topic is interesting in light of the good reception
-6.

of th6seminars and externships.
7.
Many of the project activities, such as the externships,
and use of career material and videotapes are being continued in the
absence of NSF funding.

0
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CHAPTER III
PROGRAM OBSERVATIONS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Although aimed at science-related careers, many of the recommendations of this report, especiallyNat. the primary and secondary
school levels, apply equally to all nontraditional jobs, especially
those that arc highly technical.
Therefore, the authors feel that
the same recommendations may apply to many interventions designed to
increase the awareness of women regarding employment alternatives and
options and to increase their participation in many nontraditional
careers.,
The projects described in this report were aimed, in general,
at motivating and reinforcing decisions to enter professional careers
in science, for preparing effectively for those careers, and for
removing barriers to the attainment of those aspirations. All of
the scientific and engineering positions described in the materials
developed by these projects required at least a college degree, and
most required a4anced degr s including a ,doctorate. On the whole,
those women receiving docto tes in science-related fields are
productively and continuous) employed, and salary differentials
between men and women is less than men and women with less education.
That is, it appearsYthat a Ph.D. may bl an "equalizer." Since these
women may also serve as visible examples of the employment potential
of females, they may serve to increase 'the aspirations of other equally
talented women. Therefore, it would seem desirable to increase the
proportion of women in this category. Since the recommendations may
only apply to a small number of women, they are treated independently
in this report. The recommendations'incorporate the evaluators'
observations, derived from a comparative analysis of the projects,
-and should be considered as hypotheses to-be t /sted since definitive
conclusions could not be made from the present projects.

Although this report has concluded that there is probably
a higher success rate to be expected by funding programs for high
ability, highly motivated groups, and has recommended concentrating
on reinforcement programs for these-people, there is no evidence
that the need is not greater among low-motivation, low self-esteem
groups. Assuming these groups are larger, it is possible that the
potential output would be greater even though the "success rate"
may be lower.
Moreover, the consequences of adequate science and mathematics
background and awareness of broad career options may have. widespread
impact on women in the society. For example, comprehension of mathematic and scientific principles may serve to "demystify" a technological environment and decrease a sense of helplessness and lack of
self-confidence.
Furthef, the acceptance of nontraditional career
options, even for thode not choosing to pursue them, may create a more
supportive environment for those who do-choose them.

Finally. a number of nontraditional'nonprofessional sciencerelated jobs exist which, for many women, would repreent both economic
and social benefits:
electronics-, video-, sound- or flight-technicians.
These are jobs that
compute0r-operators, highly skilled labor, etc.
require science-oriented preparation and contribute to the emerging
role of women ac productive partners in providing highly speciallAyd
support skills in a, technological society. Although these positions,
do not usually require college degrees or the same high degrei. of icademic learning ability, they do require early exposure and commitment,
continued encouragement, and special training. They represent improved
earnings and more respected skills than many traditionally female jobs.
For these reasons it may be just as desirable to increase the
number of women participating in these careers. Recommendations concerning career education programs are given separately in this report.

Reentry is a critical area for increasing the participation
in science-related occupations, e.g., many more women are qualified
for these occupations than are currently pmployed in them. For example, the Scientific Manpower Commission reports that women earned
about 35 percent of- the bachelor's degrees in mathematics between 1948
and 1973, 2S percent of the master's degrees ,and. 10 percent of the
doctorates. Far fewer at each degree level are employed, and the underemployment appears to increase as the level of degree decreases.
Approximately 87 percent of the Ph.D. recipients in math are employed,
but only. .4bout 28 percent of the master's degree recipients arid about
31 perceni\of the bachelor's recipients are working in math related
Similarly, the pool of women qualified to be employed
occupations.
as chemists is about 20 percent of the total pool, but only about 8
percent of the working chemists are female. The percentage of
workirip Ph.D. recipients may be higher than that of lower degree
recipients only because a greater percentage of them are continuously
employed.
Clearly, underutilization of females in the economic sector
is a widespread problem. In fact, in view of the pool of qualified
women, it may be more imperative to address the reason-i'resulting in
their underutilization and to develop remedial interventions than to
encourage more women to prepare themselves for these careers.
Consequently, reentry programs, designed to meet the specialized educational and emotional needs of all women, professional or not, are
discussed in a separgte section.
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A.

Professional Careerilp4rObservations From. the Project\

Among the objectives of this contrast was the examination of
the results occurring across projects in or4er to isolate observable
patterns by the type of intervention, types of materials. age groups
and other' variables that might have relevance in the implementation
of similar projects. This analysis may be called program strategy
-analysis or comparative analysis.
Unfortunately, none of the projects proved to be effective as
jmdged by rigorous statistical methods, either because of the problems
in design, control group implementation, and outcome measures, or
becguse the treatment actually had no effect. Therefore,,the evaluation
team employed a "preponderance of evidence" criteria for judging the
effectiveness of a project. That is, some combination of the statistical results, other nondesign outcomes such as experiences with a
roughly comparable group, the opinions of the participants, and our
own impressions was used to judge whether a project was effective.
Under these conditions, even if "success" was indicated,- no causal
reason for the success could be determined. Consequently, commonalities
between the more successful and less successful projects were explored.
Because of the experimental limitations on the conclusions, these"
observations sho6ld be treated as hypotheses to be tested, and not as
recommendations.
I

Even when statistically significant results were obtained by
the experiments, these were frequently difficult to interpret and
place in perspective. The difficulty was encountered under several
First, frequently a multitudeP of items were used in
circumstances.
the otehluatiop,instrument, but only a few items were significant.
Further, wherra variety of outcome measures were used, some of the
significant outcomes may have been interesting and/or beneficial,
but not directly relevant to encouraging women to choose-science-related
A third, difficulty was when different "control" groups
careers.
indicated different results, such as with the University of Kansas
A fourth difficulty was the probable Hawthorne effect, where
study.
the novelty of the intervention may have skewed the results. On the
other hand, multiple year projects (University of Oklahoma) were difficult to ana2yze because the effects may have been cumulative and not
directly related to the segment that NSF sponsored.
Therefore, the'indicators used to estimate effectiveness,
were at best, only global measures, frequently not conceived of as
part of the ixperimental design. Consequently, t e reason for -the
r example, the special
outcome could.not be conclusively determined.
math course at UHKC appeared to be effective i. encouraging women to
Hbwever, the c..parison group were
take subsequent math courses.
those taking math courses the year before, and those taking a different math course the same year. Therefore, the interest in
(1) the
mathematics might be attributed to any of the following:

(3) the Addiinstruction,
of
(S) the influence
(2) the method
classes,
the dif(4) the all-female effect, and (7)
actual curriculum,
help,
for the course.
(6) the "Hawthorne"
tional tutorial
would sign up
instructors,
that
of the
Table 1 breaks
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ferences
tables.
in three
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participants,
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TABLE 1
PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

Contact

Sex/

Grade

Michigan Tech

Sample

8th

Intervention:

Time

Results

Presentation by role

4 hrs.

No significant results.

4 hrs.

No significant results.

1 hr.

No significant Tesults.

2 hrs.

More career exploration,

models of preparation, job content

and lifestyle in
engineering.

8th

F

Demonstration
projects.

8th

F'

,

Mailed printed
matter.

ACT

9th

F

.Given non-sex

biased career

increased congruence

inventory, dis-

between aptitude and

cussion groups, and

aspiration's;

printed matter.

Policy Studies

10th,

Workshops in school

11th

on lifestyle and

slight trend toward dis-

career clusters.

MIT

10th,

M,F

Film and booklet.

No significant results --

12 hrs.

,'

1 hr.

interest in science.

.

More in experimental
group undecided about,
career plans - -same amount

.12th

definitely wanting
engineering.

Goucher

11th

F

College level se-

15 hrs.

Significant decline in

nester COurse'in

interest 'in science at

science.

end of course, but 58%

of respondents planning
science career one year
later.

)
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TABLE 1 (tontinue )

Sex/

Grade

Oklahoma

11th,

S.

, .

Contact

1e

F

12th

Intervention

Time

ResUlts

Workshop of mixed

40 hrs.

Probably increased number

discussions, labs

of women planning,

and field trips.

engineering careers
(not adequately tested).

ACT

Mailings of relevant

hrs.

More planning taking courses
in science but more control

materials & VIP

planning to .take maths

..inventory.

12th

.

F/high .Workshop.

8 Hrs.

ability)

Significantly more women
pursuing science careers
than women in prior year
control; but same percent
as women who were invited
to workshop but did not'
attend.

.Queensborough

9-12

Slides and

thr.

No significant differences.

1 hr.

No 'significant differences.

1 hr.

No significant differenCes.

80 hrs

No significant difference

cassette of six
role

Michigan Ted

Parents

M,F

models..

Piinted matter

,

mailed.

Michigan Tech

Teach-

Printed matter

M,'P

ers

Michigan Tech

Teach-

diitributed.

M,F

ers,

.

court
,

Workshop with role
model's, labs,

in participants but may

discussion.

have increased activity

'selors

in school community.
IMP

Kansas

Parents

'M,F

Workshop on career

Not measured; daughters

materials with

reported it as positive.

daughters.:
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Sex/

Grade

Post-

Rosemont

'grad

Contact

Sample

F

College

Missouri

.

F

,

,

Intervention,

Time

Results

Special math course.

1 sem.

More took further math

80 hrs.

courses in sequence.

100 hrs.

About 1/4 did get jobs

Course to- update

skills and

in science-related

industry intern-

areas.

ship.
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TABLE 2

PROJECT WSW'S
Material

Appropriate Abe

1. Choosing a Career
Women's Work:

Engi-

neering (MIT) book

,

0

All secondary and col_

Description of three

lege engineering

female engineers"

students.

kissed:mann

May be used for TV and distributed on film by

student, young profes-

Educational Development

sional; middle age

Center Inc.

professional/all life-

from MIT catalogue.

Now available

styles represented.

2. Women in Ecti-

.neering (MIT) film

All secondary and col.

shovs students and pro-

lege engineering

fessional women in engi-

students.

4
Exploring (ACT)

neering at work and
home.

Secondary,

Updated version called
VIESA:

book on job

Part of Houghton Mifflin
"Career Planning Program.",

clusters and aptitudes,
career .planning -- non -sex

restrictive.
....

(r,...Vocaiional Interest
.

Secondary.,'

It

No -sex restrictive

Profile (VIP) (ACT)
career assessment/
intervention.

Women in Science and
Technology:

Secondary.

Careers

for Today and

Bcoklet.describing

ACT.

real ities ot women in

that shalld,be widely. used.'

science-related careers.

Tomorrow (ACT)

Workshop format

1.

Secondary, college.

(Kansas)

Women in the Pro-

Vice booklet

Serie,S of self awareness

None.

exercises.

Secondary, college

tome study course

fessions (Kansas)
designed ,for three
credits,

Kole.

TABLE 2 (continued)

Material

Appropriate Age

Description

Dissemination

Voui

College, graduate

Interviews with six of

American Association of Physii

school.

top female scientists:

Teachers and NSTA distribu

mixed ethnic background

Should probably be used in

in Science s

(Queensborough)

and variety of lifestyles. junction with other material
.

1

except at graduate level,--may

be better at college level
secondary.

Workshop Curriculum
(Policy Studies)

Secondaiy

Mixture of job \
clusters and lifestyle
alternatives.

1

1

4
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None.
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'TABLE 3
PROJECT COST PER PARTICIPANT

Intervention
'exploration
workshop

University of
Kansas

career education course

Policy Studies

AOeensborough

slide and
tapes

Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology

film

Univ. Miss. at
Kansas City

math course

American Collegg,.\

Testing

chemistry
course

.

workshop
literature
mailing

nonsex restrictive
interest i
ventory
Goucher
)

Michigan Tech

Michigan Tech

Cost

8.00

10.00

possibly positive

12.00

50.00'

no effect or negative

1.0

1.00

Effectiveness

no effect

/

Rosemont

University of
Oklahoma

Hours*

resear
course
student
literature
student
seminars
parents
literature

counselor
teacher
workshop

1.0

2.00

unknown

350.00

probably positive

800.00

positime for small
proportion

40.00

300.0b

p ssibly posf

.10

1.65

no effect

1.00

no effect

64.00

100+

1.0

3p,00

1,000:00

no effect or negative

1.0

.1j55

no effect

4.0

30.00

no effect

1.0

1.55

no effect

112.00

400.00

probably positive

*Estimatps minimum contact time; the time may have been greater for
some participants.
ic)

Concentrating on women who are already interested in
1.
.N
science. LIa-general, it is thought that, projects providing support
for women interested in science,and projects to remove barriers to
the full participation of these. women, are preferable to direct
motivational projects to encourage' women to change their interests
for the following reasons:
They are more easily justified in terms of providing
equal oppor ugotry and avoiding criticisms of reverse
discrimi
They are less apt to result in unsatisfactory career
choices.

lione of the projects observed appeared to.be successful in changing attitudes.
It is difficult to switch From a nonscience to a
science area. That-is, beyond the junior year in
high school, compensatidg for inadequate math and
science backgrounds is difficult.
Since the projects examined did not appear to be successful
in changing occupational choices at the senior high level, intensive
support and information could be provided to those women having the
necessary background, ability -and motivation to pursue thei3 existing interests.
While there is not an established theory on the vocational
choice patterns of women, there has been a growing number of studies
in the area. Most of the literature appears to be in agreement that
there are many shifts in both occupational interests and commitment
However, the literafire uniformly indicates that frem
.to a career.
preadolescence on the shift is toward typically feminine careers and
away from nontraditional'careers (e.g., Angrist; 197e Harmon, 1971).
-Consequently, interest should be defined very liberally, and should
not be interpreted to mean an expressed career choice.
The kinds ?f support that may be helpful can come from a wide
variety of sources, and the most important source will be different
for each age group. These support.oprograms could include parental
support, encouragement from teachers, peer support (both same and
opposite Sex), guidance counselors and from the institution as a
The range of possible forms these programs may take is
whole.
virtually infinite and could include counselor workshops, special
housing programs, special workshops for science/math teachers, or
sex-segregated classes.
.-

-
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Concentrating onwomen with above average aptitude and
motivation. Realistically, professional careers in science-related
areas require intellectual ability, an adequate background derived
from math and science courses, and more than average motivation.
In
fact, having completed advanced mathematics and science courses
successfully is probably a good indicator of ability and motivation.
LAlthough there is a controversy about.the measuring of aptitude and
ability (Prediger and Hanson, 1976; Schmidt and Hunter, 1974), it
seems feasible to determine whether individuals have at least
average ability or are highly motivated by utilizing either standardized test scores, grade point averages, or the courses chosen
and completed.'
.

2.

Many studies have shown a relationship between career commitment in general-and measures of accomplishment and/or aptitude (e.g.,
Hoyt and Kennedy,1958 and Tyler, 1964). Further, a higher level of
aptitude appears to berelated to the choice of nontraditional
careers, e.g., those occupations dominated by males (e.g., Astin,
1971).
Consequently, it would appear that intensive and/or expensive
programs should concentrate on women who have either a high ability
or who have taken the necessary requisite course or overtly express
an interest in science.
This hypothesis was substantiated by the projects:
the
more successful strategies/projects utilized a motivated population,
while the ones judged less effective did not.
For example, the
Kansas workshops invited only women that had been selected for
admission to KU, Oklahoma University required active motivation to
apply, as did. Michigan Tech. On the other hand, the two studies
categorized as "possibly negative" reported severe problems getting young women,of adequate ability; and one repOrt contained
reservations about the participants' motivations.
The majority
of the studies reporting no results had no special requirements
regarding either the motivation or aptitude of the participants.

One indicia of motivation may be found in the participant
selection procedures: University of Missouri at Kansas City,
University-of Oklahoma and Michigan Tech all had self-selection
procedures; only those individuals who wanted to participate
attended.
On the other hand, some of the projects had more or less
captive participation; the intervention was administered in classrooms, or thp entire class participated.
The self-selection, of course, provided-a strong experimental
bias toward success, and mitigated any conclusions about the intervention itself.
However, since the aim of further implementation is
to bias the projects toward successful outcomes, voluntary participation may be a judicious procedure.
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3.
Usingworkshops.as a format for the intervention. Although.
it is very possible. that the selection procedures for the workshopi
was a greater determinant of outcome than the format, the hypothesis
is proposed that concentrated "live-in" workshops may be effective.
These workshops may offer a wide variety of activities as in the
University of Oklahoma, Michigan Tech and KU projects, may be the
more enjoyable and effective format to provide-support and information
for young women interested in science.

4.
Encouraging participant interaction. Social psychology
would predict that other persons sharing similar outlooks and
attitudes could provide reenforcement for women choosing nontradi
tional careers and/or lifestyles. The projects' provided some evidence for this assumption. The live-in workshop, wIpere.participants with similar interests spent concentrated periods of time
together,. provided a perfect envirendent to obtain these rewards.
In the special math class, informal tutoring at the noon hour was
available and provided the same opportunity.' On the other hand,
the larger'class situations and/or medic presentations were generally less successful and did not provide an opportunity for
participant.interaction. The Goucher project entailing basic
science research did provide this atmosphere, but participants
reported that they did not form any new friendships.
"S.
Using_sustained contact periods. When the treatment
did not require Pntense concentration and work, the longer periods
of time for administration of the treatment appeared to be more
effective, possibly because of the increased oppoftunity to make
new friends with people sharing similar outlooks.
The more successful interventions appeared to .require at least eight contact hours.
It is possible that short "one-shot" affairs may not be sufficient
to counteract c.isting cultural mores dis.couraginz'women from
choosing science-related careers. However, since some ozaer projects of greater
did not appear to be successful, careful
examination of-related variables should be conducted. The length of
exposure may be one of the reasons why the media products did not
appear to have a demonstrable effect.

6.
Using role models in as many situations as possible.
Uniformly, role models appeared to be the most effective component
of some of the projects and were the primary material for the media
products- The original connotation of a role model was a person in
a position. of influence that one-could-identify with; most of the
projects did incorporate these younger women in mid-level positions.
In one of the projects containing a mix of role models, the younger
women were judged most effective by the participants.
In this respect,
then, choosing the role models closer in age and only slightly above
the level of aspiration of the participants may be advisable.

The evaluation team, however, feels that there is also real
value
in
depicting the' most successful women of our time.
Although
_
.
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very fewwomen (or men) _may be able to identify with these outstanding
peopler.they demonstrate that a woman can "make it, "_ they are a
source of pride forthe.women, and
y serve as an inspiration.
Coritequentr

levels

'a mix' of age groups an

of

accomplishment

nI
f'on) is recommended.
well As lifestyles, ethnicity and so
the atea`of concentration of the role models
:have any impact;* the more ilmportant factor was that
joyed theii work and their-lives. Finally, the beat
models may be all wing them to intetaCi with a small

(as

t

did not appear to
they genuinely enformat.for role
groilp of femalds.

.

Us ng "handsi.on".axperiences.
In many of the proiects,'
t 'carious types of hands-on experienceswere used. Very frequently,
7.
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these were'engineeringor'science projects.- These activities were
ratedhi:ghly by theparticipants. They appeared to be most effective when they, were -group prOjtets, continuing over a Period of
time,-e.g., when they facilitated the formationp:of social relation7
ships. Also the active participation in these and other activities
appeare
enhance the effectiveness of every kind of intervention.
p,

Segregating some activities by sex.
Although in theory,
well as in practice; sex-segregated classes might be considered
counter productive since:women Ilve and work in'a world with men, a
consistent comment on the:Part,of many of the participants was that
they preferred all-female seminars. Th"iomment extended to a
preference for female tutors in 'niath. -pe young women commented' that
_they felt more free to ask (what Vey considered) "dumb" questions,
to appear as "bright" as they are, ,and to.,dts94Ss their personal
life and ambitions. Consequently; -altheagh a:sad commentary on
socialization and peer pressure, seicsegregaped classes appear to be
useful in situations where remediatUt;...aktkis or personal -questions
are involved. These classes, however, could incbrporate -methods to
lead.tb more open discussions with male peers and parents, once..
the Women have gained self-confidence and suPpbrrfrom their same-,49
8.

,1

.

sex .peers.

,

Emphasizing the social.cribution- of '94.1.endle; Onete of
the myths of science - related careershot directly dispelled in any
of the projectstwe'olkerved,.is the 'absence of -emphasis on,social.
Apl5artance and soeilrintetaction in .science careers, e4., scientists/
engineers were frequently not portrayed .as persons
extenifve
9.

social/environmental concerns and-responObilitieswho interacted
with thecotimudity.
Since women are reptied.to'be yery:ikterested.54:
social welfare, emphasizing the'inPtit of sCiencetokthe-Well-being of
society, and a deep involvement witti.peciplemight enhance the
.

- desirabilitrof the profession. ..MIFireov.a-r,- the. treaver the'numbigr of

scientists
whose interests s2Aporcede "the testtub,s' the gitater the
,
Potiiitial:Impact. of scientists
society in areas Ath r than.technology.
Consequently, we woupi
rience gained_by these projec
-

,

en-d, on the basis o the kpeer e)amination-of-a
rmet

'where able and moti-mated'yo4rig,
hiving some interest
science, gather for a workshop115v.ing the. ingreci "ents of
models; hands-on experignees,,e-nd.the opport.uniEy fo'r net: frAnd-

roll

-

4011W
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This format is qUite similax to the existing Student Science
Training Program,* which still does not have full participation by.
-females, and has a demons)trated success rate ip turning out scientists (Vidulich, Christman, Drake aid Kirk, 1976), e.g., about 50.
percent of the females participating in-these .programs expressed
career aspirationsin science.
ships.

Similar experiences could be provided for both college and
graduate students. David (1971) concluded that "earning a doctorate
is the factor thatmost equalizes the women to the men in science
and engineering,7 in terms- of employment,
lary and tontribution
to their field (p. 222). However, of atude s entering graduate
Sdhool, possibly twice as many .men as:women ctually complete' the
If the.
c
a;e\is.an equalizing' fa to*'-'in employment,
degree.

salary and acomplish ent,special,programs.t -.ettodaurage completion
(and to contribute te, the' sup sly 54 role model and female faculty

.

members) should bet..condficted"..,
These-Program? night include female
.

colloquium, partieulgr spZdker,e, sipptrt4roups, internships, workshops and seminars VT/ nationally conducted week!-long seminars for
female ,graduate studebts.

4:

..-:-.

-

10.
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-.,
.female participation.
Reeving
institutional barriers tor

in science cared . Although the NSF projects were-not directly concerned with ove 4 discriairiation, many observations regarding the
obstacles they presented became apparent to the evaluation team.

r

Not pnly do women pursuing riontraditiodalcareers encounter
social barrirs, they frequently encounter institutional barriers.
Even those schools professing equal opportunity for financial aid,
intern programs, etc., frequently have-not adapted them to-the special needs of women. This discrimination,'and misinformation,
starts very early and continues-'through her educatinaml and job
career; and has to be a-disCouraging factor even -to highly motivated
women, having superior ability. For example, assistantships in
science have positive effects on the junior and senior sciendemajors. It not only seryes as a financial Mil, it is-interpreted
as a "vote of confidence" and serves to increase interest, exposure
and expertise in their areas.. Assistantships also provide additional encouragement to go to gx0duate schopl, and usually provide
a closer relationship with a fotulty membey. Asiisrantships.to
declared science mnjorg may improve the-rdtention.--rate ana result in
more women attending graduate school in science. Yet discrimination
.

V.
-

*The Student`Stience Trainn g Program sponsoreb by. NSF has
.the basic goal "of providing talented Audents_learning opportunities abolie.and beyond those normally available in most formal science
.education programs" (NSF, 1975). -Typically this involves high school
juniors.living on a college campus fora peri6 7A time during the
summer;

2.
r

k

e

,

-

.

in granting fellowsqps is common. For example, consistently less
A fellowships go to women (about twice the
than 3 percent of NASA
rejection rate for females as males), and about 18.7 percent of NSF
fellowships went to women in 1972-73 (Nies, 1976).

B.

Career Education

There are a virtual plethora of problems associated with
These include sex stereotyping
'current practices in career education.
of careers in literature and media, lack of awareness of alternative
careers and lifestyles, sex-biased counseling, and soon. However,
two appear to be especially relevant for science-related careers.

J

-
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Increasing the education in science and math has many
benefits for all women, whether or not they choose a career in
It allows for greater perceived control of their
these fields.
environment,' and provides.zthem with.a background adequate for a
wide variety of careers.
Th'the area of general career and science
education, we recommend:

II

Differentiating between career education and programs
-to encourage.women to choose scielce as a career. This concluSion
is drawn from the recommendations to concentrate on women who have
already expressed an 'interest in science and/or who have taken the
necessary courses by the senior high level. However, some general
encouragement may be necessary to obtain these prerequisites, e.g.,
prior to that time, career education courses for alkstudents-isimpOrtant. Utilizing-some of the media products and: portions of
the.Kansas and Policy Studies'Frograms to make young...wOmen aware
that science is a career_option and to encourage them to obtain,
thejlecessary.background (e:g., math and.science) to keep thoSe'
career options open is important prior to the senior tigh.level.:
These programs could' be done itnexpensively, reach a lage number
of studente;,ido not necessitate "special" programs -for women, and
become part of the Career education classes in the 'school systems.
These programs could -incorporate the "lifestyle" considerations ofa career.
-1.

.

Emphasizing the importance of continuing mathematics.
2.
preparation. -Since mathematics appecirs to be the "critical filter"
to. a wide variety of occupations it is imperative that females.
continue7hese courses in order to keep their career options open..
.-

..

.

.

f

'

w
assisting women in mathematics are.
"',A. great lalimethods
thods
of
teaching.
involve 4=.: These include dove ()ping innovative
maiWadaptedlio the typical trengths of female', offering special.'.
tfiviftiety
counSeli g, and emphasizine"'
tutorial/remedial courses,.
..,
effect
of
discontinuing
math
education.
an awhreness of the
.
_....,.;_,
.-//

.

.

.

.

.- -.
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C.

Job 4nd Educational Reentry Programs

Thirty-seven percent of women with children under six, years
of age and 50 Ilercent of women with children between tie ages of,
six and 17 were workipidin 1975.
Since a majority of these women'
chOose to remain of epof the labOr market for-thellirst years 'after
the birth of a child, these figures indicate that many women reenter
the labor market after some'period:.ofeconomiCihactivky..;These
tromen are typically re-employea in jobs that do not utilize'their c-.

full potpntilh, and 3(11)4Lp:tat tyfdr-mlly..._Ar- AQW°'" WIRg.

Min

Underemployment is more acute for L'Ketwoman enterinethe labdr market
than for women who are contin usly employed.
...
.

The woman attempting to reenter the labor market faces a
multitude of problems and adjustments; First ? her-technical skills
and theoretical understanding of her field-mabe outdated: This
problem may be addresged by an additional educational experience.
Second, her confidence in her abi ty to get or hold a challenging
job may bb diminished. She may at know how to interviewlor.,#
job.
She may have many logist al problems, such,aa arragginefor
child care, transportation and dinner each night.--.She may not hal.re
t4e.sugport of her family and friends.
She may be afraid of
failure (or success). She may face very real discriminaiqn on the
part of employers. Consequently, the transition:to work after a
period of unemployment includes a dramatic change in lifestyle for
herself and her family, and a change in her perception of her role.
After the childbearing years, many women want or need to,
reenter the labor market, i.e., they whnt to transition to work.
For-mpny women, this transition may include completing an advanced
degree, or acquiring specific job related skills. Considering the
underemployment and'underutilization of the talents of thege groups
the type of assistance given thee women is important. Therefore,
we recommend:
0
1.
Concentrating on underemployed,women. 'It is sugge tea
that reentry programs for matureyomen might utilize already w king,
but underemployed, women. Updating the skills of women alread in
the labor force might alleviate problems in recruitment sand
placement. These women would have already adjusted eheir family
arrangements to meet their work schedules, and have shown that
thv are motivated for employment.
Tliey may be currently underemployed, e.g.', rather than capitali.zing on their scientific skills,
they may be working as secretaries, sales personnel or oth
jobs
unrelated to their training. The major obstacle to this approach K
would be that their families may be accustomed/to or dependent on
the additional income, and a perj.od out of the labor force to update
their skills may impose an economic hardship for them, unless
financial assistance is provided.'
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One successful approach is the current affiriative action'
.
prog6m-in the Food and Drug1Administration. All males and femaled
without opportunities for advancedent are eligible for an on -thejob training and work release time:for school in-order to be qualified_
as an inspector. Normally a heavy science background- is required for
this position.
The program enables advancement into,a science.related,career wit ut initial salary penalty.
.,

1

I

Consid ing employment prospect) in the locale.
It woulli
appear
gical.to.fund prbgrams to update skills in areas where
the
or demand is not abnormally low., That is., it is not- cest.40eS
effective to prepare women for jobs that aren't available, and
would be a discouraging experj.ence for those women; and can elicit
adverse community reaction among unemployed males and their-dependents.

Funding projects to upciat4 job related skills. While
these programs arc typically expensive, it appears that some
assistance to women to updte their skills maiNze necessary. One
of the side benefit's of these progrims may be that it allows t r a more
gradual adjustment to a working environment.
3.

4

Making special seminars, workshops and counseling available.
Since the majority of these women will have to make personal and
familial adjustments to accommodate their'new schedules,'and job
demands, special programs to help them overcome the perceived
barriers. and obstacles associated with employment could help-to
lincrease the success rate of these reentry programs.
That is, a
woman's ability to get and hold a job, even though she has adequate
skills, may be dependent on her attitudes and motivation for work,
i.e., -her job readiness.
It is recommended that assistance in
developing an appropriate job readiness profile be eomponent of all
reentry programs.
4.

,

D.

.

Administrative Reeommen atio

1.
Improving the quality
There are several ways to attempt
research. :These include (a) more
technical assistance, and (c) use
terM,follow-up.

of the experimental research.
to improve the quality of the
selective funding, (b)rproviding
standardized measures and long-

More sjlectivity.in funding. Overall.the quality of"
the projects,- as eZpeptments, could hare-been improved. One factor'
wasthe-circulation of the announcement of the availability of
support for-these projects. Most of the project directors reported
learning about
program from th'e flier received at a- dean's
nsequently, only a very few proposals were received and
very Iew requests for funding were rejected. A better mechanism'of
disseminating information to prospective applicants should be
developed.
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A concomitant obsetvstion is the difference in results
obtained by experienced researchers and those with less experience hi
experimental design. That is, all of the project d rectors appeared
to be committed to increasing career options for wo n, and to have
strong backgrounds in science. Most, however, did n t 'have an
extensive background in experimental design and evaluation, adequate
knowledge of control group procedures and statistical analysis.
The results of only two pro4ects, although not confirming the hypothHpwevet,
esis, allowed some, degree of confidence in the outcome.
iduals.
a wide spectrum of in
there are many benefits to provi
o conduct such
personn
These include increased &apability
and possible
,
projects,. increased commitment to women's projec
Therefo
e,
a
gonseisuo.
beneficial effects to toile participants.
14rateEty_should be, developed regarding the im rtance.of.rOriable
Should it be decided t t confidence in the
experiOental results.
experimental results is-important, some person ge of the project
ement,
t directors should-have a demonstrated capallty.in projdct
experimentation, and evaluation.
-_,...,

Providing technical assistance.to ehe project dfnctors.
NSF has trailktionally adopted a "hands-o'ff" olicy to grantees.
While this policy has many advantages, pre,ii &tiv t chnical assistance
project directors
in evaluation procedures and instruments to to
requesting it might mitigate against the techhical problems encountered
i!
in many of the projects.
b.

If the current "hands-off" policy toward grantees is maintained,
a brief project directors handbook, containing a description of
commonly 'occurring barriers to the implementation of both the
project and the experimentation/evaluation is recommended. The
case-studies do not serve this puilkose well because (1) the case
studies,are too long, (2) are not necessarily perceived as relevant
'to project needs, and (3) may not be fair to the individual project
reviewed, since they were written for other purposes.
Thig booklet could contain, for example, `an overview of
problems encountered when dealing with recruiting, working in -the
public school systems, or in developing evaluation instruments:
Using standardized evaluation tools asq&lon,97teim tracking.
If experimental projects are to be continuea.to-encourage women to
choose s!cience-rtlated careers an4 the independent measure is a
questionnaire of any kind, _elle- evaluation team reCommends that
reliable and valid ted instruments be provided for &e by. the project
directors. Each o the projects ha's designed at least one such
Instrurnent,-kahcL the best'-items could be chosen and validated from
this pool or dne ó -the better-validated ones, such as that 'used
It ds felt that a standard unit of measure-;
by ACT, could be ,Used.
menu could be developed for all similar projects. Even if a
project wanted to have 'additional dependent measures, at least a
c.

4
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comparison, either of the projec outcome or its eyalUationmethodoIog
would then be possible. It is r cognized that a single instrument may
not be appropriate for all types of experimentallesigns and that
the use of a validated instrument will insure neither superior experimAntal nor evaluation procedures.
Coordinating Intergovernmenta activialerand delineating
2.
es curntly working
activities. There are several federal age
in the area of careet.edftation with some emphdgison women. These
ional Equity Act (OE/HEN), Education and
'include the Womell'a Edu
Work Group (NIE)!, Offic of:Career Education (HEW), and the AmeriO023/
Association for the A.v. ,,ent of Science,.Office of Opportunities
(sharing of resources should opcur. In
Ideally,
in Science.
-addition, some agreement about areas of concentration might be
For example;-NSF might focus on high ability women interested
possible.
in science, and only assist Office of Career. EdIcation in making younger
women aware of nonfradAiOnal career opportunities. Further, 0E/HEW
is already planning:dissemination activ4tes for'.similar programs
1
i
Iaringhouse.
and NSF could add their material to)

0
t

,

.

ti

-

4

.3. , Continuing experimen al activities by NSF and disseminating
In addition to the increase in knowledge
knowledge about its programs.
gained by the experimental projects, the team has observed some
psychological benefits just from the existence of the program. Even
the participants -commented that they were impressed" that "somebody"
was.interested In their careers. Further, in the current climate
of the women's movement and the possible defeat of the ERA, the
existence of federal interest and support is imperative for the
Howmorale ad the people committed to career/life options for women.
ever, the evaluation team fecils that a great nlAny benefits in
formulating effective policy would be derived by continuing in the
That
experimental mode, both to NSF, as well as to other agencies.
is, building on the iiresent experience could enhance knowledgeabout effective methods of implementation.

Including specific programs for minority women. In
neither the women's projects, which typically contained no minority
4omen, nor in the minorities projects, where women subjects were
not identified, were the special problems of minority women addiessed.
Itis recommended that minority women should be given speciar-atten,they continue
,:tion and special- .programs should be initiated
-"fall between the cracks" of existing program (cf. Malcom,1976).
4.

.

Attendi
tO'continuitv/insEituti alization of funded
offices and
Ideally, theKe should be no need 'To women'
efforts.
ould be-inprograms as separate entities, e.g., these eff is
corporated and integrated into every level of the existing structures.
Further, one specific aim of research/demonstration projects is
their continuation by the institution in the absence of special
In order to facilitate both continuity and institutionalization
funding.
5.
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we recommend speelat-attenrion
Utilfzing existing and ongoing
structures a a basis for then activities, such as sororieles
of black wom n, pro easional associations, PTAs, etc.
1Ehere these
are not avai ble the program.should be cognizant of Chtinuation
problems prior p initiationiand should plan to "institutionalize"
the program.
One way. of doilngithis is to make the program concretely benefit .the, parent institution (e.g., increased. enrollment,
"increased visibility,11egal compliance, etc.).
6, Disseminaring tAe developed materiall.
Some of the
projects have engaged'in fratful'activiiles to disseminate their
pwducts." nese appear to be successful. However, since these
have occurred through different outlets, a compilation of these
activities might be produced by NSF. Several projects overlapped
in the materials developed (e.g., Policy Studies and Kansas) and
other project products (e.g., the Mt%
d m
ackets) could be
used co jointly in the context of other
og ams.
A'compilation of
all pro ects designed to encou a
women to choose science as a
career ould be an aid to sciences teachers and career educatord to
choose the material most appropriate for their classes. These
materials could be made available to ,a variety of. clearinghouses,

public, libraries and school libraries:
4

-7,
Investigating additional intervention strategies. We
also.recommend experimental investigation of several areas not
covelted by these projects. These are the study of the effects of
aggregation, males in science establishment, and the effect of
"significant others," including peer and social group pressure.
.

a.
Systematic examination of the effects of aggregating
women students. A recent article in Science (Tidball and Kistiakowsky,
1976) reported that the undergraduate institutions from which women
have.gone on to 1-e'c,e4ye doctorates are different from the institutions preparing men for doctorates. The authors concluded that
"women who subsequently received.doctorates were more likely .to have
grachthted from institutions that'enroll large numbers of-iealmeld
students, had a long "and continuous history of.women graduatesutho
attained doctorates and offered strong, academic preparation 'in
several areas of study." Since many schools enrolling women offer
strong preparation in several areas, the distinguishing characteristic
of these institutions preparing women for nontraditional roles
-appears to be their long and continuous history of female representation.

,

11,

,

-

To describe the effects of grouping a certain proportion
of these women, a construct'might be developed invcklving "ctitical
mass" or "critical proportion." The construct implies'that once
this number or prOportion is reached, the recruitment and retention
of the group becomes a self-sustaining and self-perpetuating system.

V
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A

Once a critical numb

or given

proparrion af--women-portirt-.

pateAn a nontraditionnl'activity, an examination of the need for
d.
In
special recruiting/retention progrnms should be perfo
act, it may result in an ever increasing rate of parti pation.
.
-.....1

Conversely, another investigation should determine whether4
the absence of the critical number or percentage may pro ce a
ruit
situation where efforts must be continuously expended to
'and retain these gro4ii since the hiItory.of unsuccefis
ticipation acts as a discouraging factor, e.g., as the reten ionrate drops because of a feeling of isolalln, fewer-will be attracted

-

There is
es.
Syhtematic examination of attitudes of
b.
undeniably still a great deal of overt and covert'd scrimination
=against women pursuing science. The guardians of t e professicin arc
We recommend e mination not o ly of the attitudes,
predominantly male.
of the male science establishment toward females in these professions,
but the circumstances that could ociur to influence their attitudes
Dr. Janet-Brown, head of the
toward the participation of-women.
'Office of Opportunities in Science at AAAS, has strongly suggested
that such research be conducted by.an'eminent male scientist.
Exami;mt.77#15di the effect of significant others on women.
Since the problem involved in occupational segregation are similar
to normative devihnce, we recommend examining the influence of:..
c.

parents
school personnel
male peers
female peers'

2

Admittedly, a multitude of studies have attempted to examine
the most important influence§,on fbmale scientists. Unfortunately,
most of them have-been retrospective; e.g., asking women to recall
what was important to them 20 years ago. This type of research
has several disadvantages:. perspectives change over years, especially
regarding events that were not consciously considered at the time.
Examination of these factors in real time would be more advantagous,
and might, as in the ACT study,:indicate important Changes in
perceptions over years. Futther, .several of the present experiments
included these groups; but "none was successful in gauging their
If these 'are successful, the long
impact on the female students.
range benefits of these programs would likely be more cost-effective.
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ALTERNATIVE INTERVENTIONSI
There are many bffriers
biers ito acco t for the lack of rtAipation
bayyomen in nontra4tional sciMce car erp. These psychologi 1
laid
sociological and in itufional barrier have been systematical
His
delineation
out by'Dr.Smith at't e University 41 Kansas (1976).
of the barriers is given In /fable 1.
.

.

;
There are alielde variety of interventions or treatments which
----Rif-serve
to overcome these barriers and to encougage women to choose
.
These vary by age group, comWehensiveness
'acience-related careers.
area 'of focus. Generally speaking, programs for yoting women may
career educlation and are less specific to science.
4:4-co .f
FUrther, programs offered in earlier years may be considered as
.

recruitment, while programs forcolle& age may concentrate on
Isupport and retention.

.

Many of the potential program
the charter constraints Of the Natio
it is felt that a sustained effort, r
tinuously as possible throughout her
to counteract society's Socialization

listed below are not within_
1 Science Foundation. Because
aching each female as conormative years, may be necessary
,,many programs are
proce

1

listed.

The list of programs is divided by e:Lueational level. The
assumption underlying theRe programs is given first. The list is not
complete, and is intended to act as a "working draft," and is laid
out in Table 2.

A-

Elementary School.
.

-

There are many reasons for lack of female participationin.
A number of the reasons can be*e;ficiently stated
scientific.careers:
in the generality that neithei-lblkmales norfemales, whether ,yousg or

The result of this
mature, expect women to have careers is science.
"nonexpectation" results in psychological, sociological and institutional
barriers.

The psychological variables are related to sex role sociali7
.sex
role socialization refers to the differential processes
zation;-and experiences used to prepare males and females f f r the roles that
This "social
society defines as being appropriate for their seol
shaping" is conducted by the adults responsible _r the child's
care to deliver rewards and punishments contingent on whether the
example:
child's behavior is sex appropriate. The other means i
ns at
children imitate people the same sex as themselves. Th
oys by
birth and may clearly be seen in a child's preferences
agt 2 (cf. Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974). There is some RV dente to
indicate that males become sexrtyped at an earlier age .t n femal ,
een he
in fact, there may be a decline in sex typing among girls
ages of five and ten (see Fling and Manosevite, 1972, for a r view).
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TABU_
Barriers Proposed as Affecting Career
Choice of Women
Role Co
k.
2.
3.

li ct

Career Person versos Parent)

Women feel a long-term commitment to a career interferes with
raising preschool children.
Woman feel,a long-term commitment to a career interferes with
raising a family.'
Women feel that Ocir basic responsibility i is raising the
childr n Ssz oyx/society.

Role ConflictOireer Person versus gpouta
4.

Women feel that a husband's succeintmore important than a
wife's success.

5.
6.
.

7.

Women feel they should adjustir careetaoals in order not
to interfere with their husband's success.
Women are not free to move to new locations as career opportunities open in their 'field.
Women feel a strong career commitment interferes with a happy
marriage.

Famity's and/or Friends' Opposition to a Career
People Who .art Importpnt.in a woman's life (that is , family
and friendi) believe, a- wolFn's place 1.s in the home
9. People who are important fis a woman's life (that is , family and
friends) do cot think it is appropriate for a woman to pursue
(a professional career.
8.

Lack of Opp

unity (in3obs)

Women who are trained in scievoce fields do'not have as many\
job opportunities asmen..
Women have not been informed of job openings in traditionally
male science careers.
Women are not as aware as menof the variety of available'science
careers.

Lack of Opportunity (in Education)
13.

14.

Women with math and science ability do not have the same educational opportunities as men. For example, women have -more
difficulty getting into medical school than men.
Senior high women are discouraged from pursuing the science and
math courses which would preparethem to pursue science majors
in college.
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TA11144(Cofttinuod)

Isar_sf Success
.

Women fpar the consyquencol. al being highly Successful in their
careers.
Women do not want jokm that involve professional responsibility
and commitmegt.

15.
lb.

Lack of Profcsitim,111a2d/t
Women ncirntists are out of the mainstream of impoitint pro fes4conal contacts.
Women who are scientists are not supported and not kept informed
by fellow professionals. For example, women do not receive upto -date information about research possibilities.

1Z.
18.

f

Perceivid Lock of Ability
19.
20.

Women do not feel competent enough in math and sc nee areas.
Women believe the stereotype that they do not have
atural
bent for solving problems and therefore do not have- a natural
ability to be scientists.

1
)

11.
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Assumption:

Knowledge that science-related careers
are open to womeri,is a prerequisite for
pursuing those careers.

Possible Interventions.

Use of nonsex stereotyped . depicting of occupations in
,printed material. One method of informing girls of the career options
they mlght pursue is concern foi the portrayal of women in textbooks,
vocational material, comic books and so on. This effort should
include an emphasis that most women will eventually be in the labor
force, and cannot be houseWives and mothers throughout their lives,
even if they desire to.
1.

'74-1

Programs to reach elementar school teachers and administrators. A complement to careful att
n to the use of written
materials is the attitudes of the pe
teracting with the children.
Conscious efforts to avoid stereotyping, either by omission or
commission, should bedond.by the teachers. Workshops on sex stereotyping for teachers and administrators (and parents if possible) could
be conducted to make them aware of their own stereotypes which they
2.

sOsequently relay to the children.
4

Efforts to eliminate current sex role "specialization" in
An obvious means to decrease job/sex stereotyping
is to eliminate the most visible source of stereotypirig observable by
children, e.g., the school system itself. This would suggest elimination of teaching-as'a "woman's" profession, and administration as a
"man's" profession, and to increase the number of female adminlistratore
and male teachers in the school system.
3.

\the school systems.

-Junior and-Senior High School

Role imitation and reinforcement by1parents is augmented by
peer pressure in adolescent years, where fear of not being socially
accept ble is frequently translated by women into not appearing
braidit-or taking "hard-courses" like math,.(Levine, 1976).
This may
account for the drop in .career commitment from junior to senior high
(tiatthewsand Fiedeman, 1964).
Late adolescence may also be a period
of greater identity with stereotypically femine sex role characteristics
(Long, Zellar, and Henderson, 1968). The result of sex role stereotyping may be seen in the career interests patterns, curriculum
selectiori and other factors which will heavily influence their subsequent lives.
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Assumption:

Knowledge that science-related careers
are open to women is a prerequisite for
pursuing those careers.

Possible interventions:
1.
Use of nonsex stereotyped depictions of occupations in
printed matter and "career day" programs . Portrayal of both sexes
doing a wide variety of jobs might not only encourage both sexes to
consider a wider range of career alternatives, but may prepare the
way for more pleasant.on-the-job interactions for those choosing nontraditional alternatives. These career days should include exposure
to women in science careers.

2. _Programs to reach high school teachers, administrators
and especially vocational counselors. Since the basic preparatory
courses are taken in the high school years and preliminary, if not
final, vocational decisions are made at that time, it is especially
important for young women to be.aware of the range of career options
open to them.
These options are conveyed to them by the adults
interacting with them, e.g., their parents, teachers and counselors.

The limited vocational considerations given by young women
is heavily encouraged by sextyping,on the part 'of high school
counselors. A selected annotated bibliography on career counseling
(1972) cites a large number of studies documenting sextyping by vocational counselors. Therefore a special effort should"be made to
encourage high schgol counselors to consciously inform Women'about
potential opportunities. Since marry counselors may not be aware
themselves of changing trends in opportunities for women, workshops
(like the NSF-spongored Michigan Tech workshop) may increase their
knowledge.
3.
Efforts to eliminate curr4t sex role "specialization"
in high school systems, including more female science and math
.teachers.
Since the school system itself. is the most visible
"world of work" observed by the teenagers, it is important that job/sex
stereotyping does not occur, e.g., a mixture of male and female
teachers in all disciplines including science, and an "integrated"
administration.

Assumption:

Many women capable of pursuing sciencerelated careers lower their aspirations
because of peer and parent pressure,
and concern for popularity and future
familial relationships.

The underly ng ssumption is that altering the.stereotypes ofAkel
young males, as we
as the females is an integral part of encouraging 7S:
women to prepare f r science-related and other nontraditionally female

65

careers.

Since many young women are influenced by their male peers,
making nontraditionalCareers "acceptable" tolthe males may result
in fewer women altering their career aspirations.

Possible

terventions.

1.
Making Iles and females aware of nontraditional career
alternatives.
(See 1, p. 64)

(1

2.
Making males and females aware of satisfying nontraditional
family relationships. A concomitant awareness for both males and females
is that persons who choose nontraditional careers are not "weird" and
may have satisying family /spouse relationships, since this is a high
level concern for that age group. Many. of the young people may only
be acquainted with one alternative for family living, e.g., mother at
home, father at work. Alternative family/spouse relationships and
living styles could be discussed during career education, "hygiene"
and related courses.

E

uraging young women to discuss career options with
their parents
Most female children do not seriously discuss their
career aspir ions with their parents as much as most
le children
do.
Based on the responses of the young women partici ting in the
University of Kansas workshops, many of them felt their parents would
disapprove of theiRlans or not take them seriously. Most reported
being very pleased at the amount of-support they got from their parents-.
Consequently, inviting-parents-to separate, concurrent or mixed
career worksholgs with their children may be a very powerful tool.
3.

4.
Identification -of and special counseling for "career
committed" young'women. Recent research has shown an attempt to
identify noritraditiorial "pioneers" br career oriented women by about
tenth grade in high schogr, and ideritify science vs. nonscience
oriented dommitments (e.g., Astin, 1968; Fortner, 1970; Masih, 1967;
Moo 6y, 1968; Mcwesian, R., Heath and Rothney, 1966; Rezler, 1967;
Schissel, 1968; Wokkon, 1970; Brown, 1975; Kotcher and Gellman, 1976).
"-\

The profile of the career committed female shows that she
attends'a large high school, and has had career counseling by ninth
grade ( Astin, 1968).
Cirls,who have high ability, especially in
mathematics, choose fields that requie greater commitment (Astin
and Myint, 1971). They are more likely to have a father in,a white
collar occupation (David, 1971), and send to identify more with their
fathers (Johnson,- 1970), come from upper middle class families, had
better educated mothers, and approved of a variety of career roles-for
women (Levine, 1968).
She perceives herself as capable of enduring'
long periods of work and has a high need for achievement (Masih, 1967).
If she has high degree of career commitment, she is lik ly to choose an
atypical occupation.._ She is more likely to be Jewish,
ive in more
heavily populated areas, be the second born child (Wolk
1970), and
have a "masculine" self perception (Katcher an Gellman, 1976). She
.1\

1
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is more uncertain on vocational choice if she has high ability in
math and science (Sedlackel, 1968).
If, in fact, these women can be identified, special counseling
and/or seminars and workshops Should be available to them. The con'tent of he workshops could include extensive information regarding
profes onal careers and conco4tant lifestyle arrangements.

Assumption:

Many women fail to pursue science-related
careers because they fail to successfully
complete.prerequisite mathematics-preparation.

One of the most limiting factors for women in oloosing careers/may be their inadequate,background in mathematics.
If women have
dropped mathematics from their curriculum after high school algebra,
their career options are subsequently severely limited in the direction
of traditionally "women's" jobs, e.g., all, of tBa,phybical sciences;
the natural sciences and most types of business administration are no
longer open to them-without remediation of their mathematical skills.
Males have always scored considerably higher on tests of
mathematical ability at the college entrance,levels. This does not
appear to be caused by an inherent lack of ability in mathematics
in females. There are no sex differences regarding numberical ability
during the preschool years (Shipman, 1971); in fact, young girls..
-appear to be ahead of the males. The'majority of studies show no sex
differences in mathematics-up to adolescence, but when differences-are found in the.aie'-tange of nine to thirteen, they tend to favor
boys (Maccoby and Jack .1-0 19744-. Futther, the male score dramatically
higher by their senior year in high school (Flanagan, 1961).
This
trend, however, is not toss- cultural, 'e.g., similar studie's in Sweden
show only a very small difference at the senior high level.

There are a variety of factorS influencing the mathematical
ability test scores. Males tend to'take more mathcourses, either
because they perceive that they will have a greater ?teed for them,
they received encouragement no
ven to girls by counselors and
parents, or peer and self expec tion levels. However, when the
number of math courses taken in
gh school is equalized for males
and females, males still emerged with substantially higher averageg
(Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974).
Factor analysis of mathematical aptitude
tests suggest th.at women do better on verbal items, while males did
better on visual -- spatial portions (e.g., Smith, 1964; Werdlin, 1958).
Moreover, a space factor emerges as an element in mathematical skills
for males but not females (Werlin, 1961).
Therefore, mathematical
ability is not a unitary factor, and there are different ways to attack
mathematical problems, and individuals differ in the cognitive abilities
they characteristically bring to bear on this problem. jMaccoby-and
4
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Jacklin (1974) plead for more understanding of mathematical
"styles."
Possible inter'4fttions.
I. Programs emphasizing long-range planning, including
continuation of mathematics. An important concept to convey to
young women is the high proportion of,women who do work for some
part of &heir lives, e.g., very few women have a stable career as a
housewife and mother, or a short -t
"career that will be satisified
by short-time career preparation,
., office work. Consequently,
young women should plan on work, _ d on making those years the most
satisfying and productive possible. There are at least three reasons
reported by women as to why women don't complete advanced mathematics.
They are: many women think that they will not need it, will not
do well in it and/or do not like it. Programs emphasizing tht role
of work in their lives and the necessary preparation for certain
careets could be given directly to the young women or workshdps to
increase teacher and counselor awareness could be conducted.
2.

Innovative methods of teaching math adapted to the
strengths of females. Many females have higher verbal scores than
math scores on standardized achievement es
Consequently, they
may be more confident in solving problems in
conceptual manner.
It is possible to adapt the method of teach ng mathematics in order
to capitalize on these strengths. For e --le, problems might be
solved conceptually or verbally and then "t anslated" into mathematics.
Innovative teaching methods could result.in
creasing the fear and
increasing the confidence and enjoyment with whic
ny women approach
mathematics.

Assumption:

Courses and activities related to scienTe
may increase i terest, confidence and
titude in scie ce careers.

Possible intervenzlons.
1.
Availabilicii and encouragement to include other courses
that would increase their interest and aptitude in science. A variety
of Courses may serve to increase the number of women in science-related
careers by increasing their confidence in pursuing them. These
courses, frequently taught at the secondary level, would include.auto
mechanics and shop.
.

_

2.

Availability and encouragement to enter science clubs,
fairs and special programs, such as those sponsored during the summer
of the junior year by the National cdenCe Foundation.
Interest
groups, fairs, etc. may increase
interest, or sustain the interest
in science for teenage women.
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C.

Undergraduate or College Level
Assumption:

Knowledge that science-related careers are
open to women is a prerequisite for pursuing
those careers.

Possible interventions.
1.
Workshops and seminars portraying piofessional women in
science careers. Several NSF - sponsored projects are implementing this
approach; e.g., Mary Baldwin College was funded for seminars in1975,
and many more have been funded in 1976. These workshops might encompass three components of discussion by.or with the role 'models.
The
three are:
actual job content, lifestyles and on- the -job problems..
Depending upon the interests of the-participants, the various aspects
could be.differentially emphasized. For many science majors, the
different job titles that may be pursued from a science major may be
of the most interest.
For other groups, lifestyle solutions and preparation of on-the-job problems (if any) may be of more interest.
2.
Increase in the number of female science professors.
Even though the majority of women baying careers in science specialize
in teaching, the percentage of full professors is very low in the
sciences.
The most obvious and most available role model for women
interested in science would be their professors. In addition, it .is
likely that female professors may be more supportive of female undergraduate majors than male professors. Therefore, programs to increase
the number and status of female professors is encouraged. The programs to increase the number may encompass all of the programs suggeSted
in this section, and there may be many years 'before results are observed.
Direct support of programs to increase the status of current female
'
professors may produce results in a shorier'time period. Many such
programs are referenced in the section on programs for women currently
in the labor force.

Assumption:

Career committed females May benefit from
special counseling, support group activities
and other forms of social encouragement.

Possible interventions.
1.
Special/ counseling or support groups for
to pursue nontraditional science careers.
This speci:

I.

17 planning

ounseling or

support groups may takeorms. The groups. might ,. task oriented.
around special courses that would interest primarily f&-males or be
more social in nature. Whatever the vehicle used, the major aim would
be to decrease the alienation and social pressure by encouraging
friendships among women with similar values.and aspirations.

e
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d

Special housing for woMen.planning toloursue nontradi/
tio01 science career+. While seeciaf.housing presents -many difficulties
2:

at

large universities, grOuphousing has been shown to increase the
retention rate of female engineering majors (see Brown,. l97. .ere-

,-/

ever this may be an option, different housing arrangements may bei.sied.
.

4

.

Many women fail to puaue science- related
careers Ilcause they rail to successfully
complete prerequisite mathematics courses.

AssunIption:

I.

Possible-int,rventions.

Remedial mathematics courses. Offering "remedial" mathp.matics courses or special courses such as the UMKC project, may be an
appropriate vehicle to Osist women who are interested in science, but
have difficulty in advanted level courses because of inadeqUate backgrounds in math. These arp probably cost- successfully taught in an
'innovative manner,
1.

.

-

,

Inr;Ovative methods o

teaching for advanced mathematics. 11Plak
Even for those women suOceasfdlijkcompleting mathematics at 1% high
ssohool leveltinnovative 4-approaches to teaching mathematics could be
applied to,advanced Courses, s(ch as solid geometry nd calculus
2.

_

(see Sec. B).

e

-

*-

,

3.4

Special tutorial programs. For Women taking advanced
mathematics courses in coll ge, special. tutorial programs, ruck by
other women might assist t eir co lea es. The women interviewed
at the University of Kansas, eXpr6s d their shyness with maleAltutors,
'and relectanceto, ask the eaCher f6r help. They felt. that not understanding a singl lesson u dl
meant it was impossibleto comprehend
any subsequent 1 sson. Therefare,NUey wanted female tutors. who: werd ,
immediately available and,consiateq4

.N:'--.

1

)
I

4

,

C.

.

Assumption: ,*Tangible and-intan ible institutional
'- ..
bartiers discourage women from pursuing
cieneeJ.related
careers.
'
"
t

0.---

.

-J.

4'

%

.

.

.Not only do women pursuinggnontraditional
careers encounter
0
,l(, social.bariers,-tipey
r
fiequently. encounter institutional barriers.
schools professing eq#A1 opportuity for .financial Aid,'
Even th
':intern p ograms,, etc.,. frequently have not adapted them to the special
-needi Of women.
.

//
-/
°-

,

..

.

-

Possible interventions,

1

1-m9/i-easing -Ape numbeg azg)percentage,of.yomen holding

UbdergraduateaSAstantships in teaching and regeatich iv the sciences.
One of the "spin offik,effetts of at least one, of the everimen5a1

IOW
82;
*
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projects (not currently-complete) appeared to be the very positive
effects of the junior and senior science majors hired as staff per-.
sonuel.
It not only served as a-financial aid,-it.was interpreted as
°a ".vote of confidence" and served to Increase-their i.nteresti exposure
And expertise in their areas. Assistantships also provide additional
eneodragement to go to.graduate,Schooll and usually provide a closer
relationship with a faculty member. Assiaaantships to declared science
majors may improve,the retention rate-and
cult in more women attending graduate school in science.
2, Increasing the number and percentage of women in science related coop and intern programs. One of.the-current NSF-sponsored
projects is atte
ing this program.. Such programs should result in
abetter understan
of job options, job requirements and preferable
jbb alternatives(disco
,that one doesn't like a jobisas important as dilcovering-,that one does). Further, it may provide better
"connections" to obtain a job or tb gain admission to graduate school.

Rewriting graduate "fellow "ship brochures. One dis-. .couraging factor in applyipg:for graduate school is de way infdrildlion.
on fir( vial aid is presented 4Nies, 1976).
The brochures, espeeiaNy
on the_most prestigious "fe/low"shipsare uniforMly written in .masculine
gender and appeaeto rule out women.
3.

"

4.
Increasing the number and percentage of female science
professors (advisors). -(See p.. 68)

D.

Graduate School
,

-

.

_The NaUonaP
C44 reports that the number of
ox 2a
doctoral degua
to women etween 1970 and 1974 "was 8.4 percent of the t
n nlath,.3.3 perc.t of the total in physics, 9.0
.percent in .che
try, 3.7 percent in the earth-sciences, and .8 percent in engineerg: The'percentage of female doctorates has decrined
when compited to the.years'1920-29 in. almost al4,instances.(the percentages in thelife sciences has remained relatively constant).. All
(- of these fi/alds, however; showed aislight increase between--3= and
-^.1974.

---

"'IL,
I

1!

°

or

,

The.percentage of females that hold]M.S. in the sciences is
proportionately larger than doctorate degrees.
Fror example, 13.4
percent of the_ .A.:s in the geosciences were female and 2,4.5 percent
in' math.
The pe cent9ge typically increases further in the number
of undergraduate
Ars: ,!)
_

.f.

,
.

David (1971) eoncluded that "earning a doctorate is the-faclior
that most equalizes the women to the men in science and engineering".
(p. 222), in terms of employment, salary and- contribution to their
1

field.
fo,
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However, barriers to women pursuing science occur through the
educational system.
It is likely that one of the most discouraging'
aspects of pursuing a graduate degree are the institutional barriers
that preclude a family life. Therefore, the next section concentrates
on institutional barrielck.
.

Assumption:

Tangible and intangible institutional
barriers discourage women from pursuing
science careers.

ossible interventions.
1.

Providemore nnancial assistantships to.women.in the.

sciences. Discrimination in granting fellowships, which serve to
increase self confidence, add to. qualifications, as well as aiding
financially, is common. For example, consistently less than 3 percent--of 14ASA fellowhOs go to women (about twice the rejection rate
for femalds as males),-and about 18.7 percent of NSF fellowships.to
women. in 1972773 (Nies, 1976).

Adlpting finangial aid provisions.to meet the needs of
Financial aid provisions are typically designed around the
"male model," e.g.., they do not have f4xibility in the number of hours,
scheduling and so on. Provisions for lessthan'full course load,
.child care provisions, and eligibility when enrolled nonconsecutive
quarters or semesters would enable more women to complete course work
and l'aboratory requirements and encourage sustained-pursuit of
graduate degrees.
,
3.
Programs to increase the number and status of fel:male
science faculty. On of the major determinants_ of degree completion
may be the faculty adirlpor. 1(lot'Only wouldr all of the forementioned
comments concerning, females in faculty and administration applylbut
the additional factor of understanding of probldrilp of the.femalq
graduate student_and support of her ambitions'might occur more fr
tquently with female admisq4.
.2.

women.

-

Special programs to encourage completion-of theRh.D.
Women tend to pursue graduate,educationbut a lower proportion receive
degrees (David, 11,1). _If the-Phi.D. is an equalizing factor in
,employtent, salary and accompli-Shmerit; bregial-programs to encourage,
completion (and
contribute to the supply of role models and femafk
faculty members) should be conducted. These programs might include
female colloquipm.speakers, support groups, internships,, workshops
and seminars.
4.

.

..
3"
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Post Grad Reentry Programs

E.

NSF has sponsored a.Trojeet.'to update the skills of mature
women who have been out of the labor market, but are, graduates with
Aajors in-chemistry. The Fdpndatian'is funding many more of these
projects in 1976. These programs are especially important since many
women either reenter careers, start new careers, and start or continue their educations after their child bearing years.

'

Assumption:

Women rJentering or entering the labor
market in their mature years haveompecial
needs.

Possible.interventions.
C
1.
Programs to update previously learned skills. The logic
of these progiams is to build on skills acquired years ago and to
make them applicable to the current instruments and job market.

Special counseling prior to and during entry in the labor./
It-has been argued that mature women have intense counseling
needs to adapt patterns of family life and to attack confidencb problems.
Consequently, counseling programs might-be:incorporated into
updating skills programs.
2.

force.

.

Assistance in job placement.
Another component of reentry programs may be direct aid in job placement, including the use
programs.
3.

)
Assumption: Women%begiAting or continuing formal education fn'theit mature years have special needs.
Possible interventions.
.

.

1. -Special vocational guidance pr?grams. Since women in'their
mature years may. not be as influenced by peer pressure and ."fear" for
their future family/spouse relationship, they may be more likely to
choose gcitnce or mach careers. Special programs should he conducted
to make them aware of their career options.
2.
Use of CZ.EP and related programs. Many women continuing
their .unciprgraduate careers may be able to exempt certain courses by
Such programs might decrease time. ressures
using the.GLEP program.
in order that lab courses CDeuld be more easily completed.
3.
Increasing the number of mature women receiving graduate
undergraduate assistantships in science. The Pvgte of confidence"
givenby such assistantships may be especially valuable to maturer
women,, and may 'serve to incredie'theAr professional job entry level.
1.

.
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.

Increasing the number of mature women participating
in coop and intern programs.
Coop and intern programs may be especially
valuable to more mature women, since they may be more serious about
their careers than-younger women, and may spend more uninterrupted
years in the labor market.
4.

F.

Post Hmployment

According to the National Academy of Sciences 1973 report,
the unemployment rate for female Ph.D.'s (at only-3.9 percent) is
nevertheless more than three times that of men. However, the percentage
of-women in the work force decreases with a decrease in the. highest
educational degree.
Women are as.likely as men to re
do ,not change jobs more frequently, alth
than their male colleagues, e en when ed

taken into account'

in with their employer and
gh they receive less salary
ation, experience, etc., are

.

I

Most of these.programs represent institutional barriers that
.make.:Working.difficult, if not impossible, during the period that
children are yOung.

.

4
Assumption:

Tangible and intangible institutional
barriers discourage women.from pursuing
science-related careers.:

Possible interventions.

1.. Repeal of antinepotism rules. The result of antinepotism
rules is that iris more' difficult-for women 00 getitrofessional jobs.
for which they are qualified and decreases their status and numbervon
university faculties. One.school visited by the evaluation team
actively recruited wife/husband 'teams. The consequence was a higher
proportion of female faculty members, and a longer tenure of.faCulty
members.
2.. Tenure and fringe benefits-for spartAtime employment. If
women could accrue tenure positions while W
working part-time, an incentive to remain part-time in the labor market during child ksaring
years'would be provided.
The part-time employment wouldresuir in
.her not lqping touch with"her field, and make full-time ,feentry.less
N.,
difficult.
3.
Split positions and flexible .hobrs. A few 'innovative institutions now halie "spltt positions" which enable a wife/husband team
toshare a job:, or.any two people to share a job. This arrangement
: also. make? it more convenient for a woman to continue employment.
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Equalization of
scales. One obvious way of increasing
women's participation in the
rk force is to maktrit more-lucrative
for them.
Further, it is denioralizing for women to work at the same
job and do the same quality of work as her male colleagues, but be
paid less.
1
4.

Assumption:

Increasing the awareness'of the status
of women in the working community will
(1) increase job satisfaction, (2) increase the number of females in the
labor force and (3) may alter the
stereotypes that the employees convey
to their children.

aA

Possible interventions.
a

Workshop/seminars of
ogees on the staffs of female
professionals. These workshops s
d be aimed of decreasing the job./+
A
sex stereotyping.
If sex stereotyPing"is ameliorated, the female
employees should experience greater job satisfaction and less interpersonal friction on the job.
Second, it may provide an atmosphere
whee men and women help youngerentering women. Third, increased
awareness of stereotyping behavior.may result.in the hiring of more:.
female personnel. Finally, increased awareness may also alter the..
manner in which the employees, as parents: socialize their children.
1.

The format of. these workshop /seminars could be varied.
It
.'should be noted that the. pOtential results, although laudable, are
also ambitious, and would not.likely-result from a tingle workshop.

Soliciting industrial support for women's programs. Thera
are many advantages to-the induStrial support for women's programs.
First; it expands the funding7base of theSe programs and-may enable
more extensive interventions.- -Second, it is a convincing demonstration to women thati job opportunities may be-dpen to.them.
may
also increase counselor and teacher awareness of job opportunties..
Finally, it provides a psychological boost to project personnel.to have
private sector support, wh'
has been traditionallyconserrvItive.
2.

vit
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Title: And Who Are You?
30 minutes, 16mm,' B/*
Source: University of California/Extension Media Center/Berkeley,
CA 94720
Description: Hubert S. Coffey and Marys Mannes discuss discovery ce
1
one's innerself and the possible conflicts
in maintaining aide's
individuality. One of the series, Choice: Challenge for Modern
Woman.
Title: Choice Chance Woman Dance
44 minutes, color, 1972
Filmmaker: Ed Emshwiller
Description:
Purports to "tackle the dilemmas, paradoxes, and
choices available to the middle class woman today . . ."
Title:

Girls and' Women

A series of 10 programs of 30 minutes each
Filmmakers: Selma Odom and Margo Shackson
Producerl The University elevision Center
Description: A series whfch focuses on the physical and sociological
differences between the sexes, the psychology of women;
variations of
life styles, women's place in history, stereotypes of women and
women's rights.
Title: Is Personal Growth Selfish?
30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
Source:
University of California/Extension Media Center/Berkeley,
CA 94720
r
Description: Sister Mary Corita, and
Anne Steinmann discuss women's
growth throdthout life, their dependency upon male and-societal
attitudes, and opportunities with "the system." One of the series,
Choice:
Challenge for Modern Woman.
.

Title: Margaret Mead
30 minutes, B/W, 1960, #6930
Source:
University of Cilifornia/Extension Mediaenter/Berkeley,
CA 94720
Description: Celebrated anthropologist
brings the experience and
understanding dined from her study of primitive culturS
to 0-

lively'discusnon of contemporary world'problemsnarriage and
morality, the place of women'in modern life, the education
of young
people, exc.
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Title:
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4

Woman's. Place?

30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
Source:
American Association of University Women/2401 Virginia.Avienue,
N.W./Washington, DC 20036/phone 202-338-4300
Description:
AAUW panel discussion by six women on the status of
women.

r-

Title: A Woman's Place
A weekly program series on WTTW Ch. 11. Production started in
February 1972, and broadcasting began shortly thereafter.
Description:
Focuses on the changing role of women in today's world.
mg program is designed as an open forum for the exploration and
discussion of thefull spectrum of viewpoints concerning women's
issues.
6
Title:
51Z
30 minutes, 16mm, color, 1971
Directed by Dick Feldmenr., produced by Rob't Drucker & Co.
Source:
Sheldon Satin Films/1175 York Avenue/New York City, NY 10621.
Description:
Three case studies of women employees in a corporation

spotlight stereotypes about and discrimination against women.
good role-model examples for women dealing with

Provides
difficult. situations.

*Title:
Hell Wanted
men e d A
61 slides with script
Source: Jim Farron/ Ilas R gional Office/Civil
Service Commission/
Dallas, TX
Desription: Designed to be shown to
gh school and college classes
and women's clubs, the film describes'an s
s women in a variety
of jobs--flood control engin'eer, attorney, chemist
accountant,
radio equipment installer and repairer, photograp er, and others.

Title: Job Interview. - Three Young Women
17 minutes, 11/, 1968
Source:
Business EducationFilms/5113 16th Avenue/Brooklyn,.NY
11204.
Description: Three young women are interviewed
fora job. The
discussion centers on mistakes they make during the
interview for a'
job, 'and how to correct them. It
Title: Never Underestimate.the Power ;
20 minutil

a Woman

Source: Rorma Briggs/Department of.Apprenticeship Treining/
310 Price Place /Department of Labor, Industry
Human Relations/
Madison,. WI
'RP
n
description: A film showing women performing well in so-called
male
occupations.
-

'*Fil

.
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dealing specifically with women in science.
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Title:

Modern Women: The Uneasy Life
55 minutes, 16mm, B/W, 1965
Source:
University of Indiana
4
Description:
Faces with candor--the feelings of both women and men
regarding the traditiogal role of women. The new freedom involves
multiple choices which reate anxieties. Participants include young
married women, college.Womcn, career women.

Title:

What Is A Woman?

30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
Source:.University of Califk-nia/Extensioh Media Center /Berkeley,
CA 94720
Description:
Keith Berwickiand Margaret Mead discuss what is feminine
and masculine, as p cscrl 11 by society and confused bOilchanging
patterns. One of the
rics, Choice:
Challenge for Modern Woman.
Title:

What Is The Shape Of Tomorrow?
30 minutes, B/W
Source:
University of California/Extension MediaCenter/Berkeley,
CA 94720
Description:
Jean e Noble- and Rabbi Alfred Gottschalk discuss
-variation in pers al standards, beliefs, and values; spiritual, moral
and interpersonaV sources of strength; and women's power in shaping the
world of tomorrcAle Onc of the series, Choice:
Challenge for !:odern
Woman:
Title: Who Wants Freedom?
30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
Source:
University of California/Extension Media Center/Berkeley,
CA 94720
Description:
Elisabeth_Mann Borgese and Richard Lichtman discuss themeaning and consequence of "freedom"
much self-determination
and in what areas of life? One of the series, Choice:' Challenge
for Modern Woman.
,

.

.

'

Woman Is
27 minutes, Cohir, 1969
Producer and Source: Anierican Standard AsSbciation/10,E. 40th Street/
New York City, NY 1001.6
Description:
Examines the personal.philoso hy:of the wo. n in today's
world and shows her in some of lier'pany
eS, as an gnigmi, a philosopher and a romantic.
Title:

*Title:

.

.

. keep the door open

19 minutes, 161, color
illmmaker: Charles E.-tOtkelreas
nurce: Motion Picture Production Division-3153/Sandia Laboratories/
Box 5800/Albuquerque, N.:1- 87115
Descri tion:
Film desigpe to-encourage'young wove to "keep the door
open"
career options a
to consider non-tradit nal careers, especial y math nd science. Discussions of life and ork with numerous
.professiona Lu .en involved in non-traditional careers.

ir*
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Title:
New Careers for Women
17 minutes, color
Source:
American Educational Films/331 North Maple Drive/
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Description:
Restructuring of the roles betwoon the sexes will be

illustrated in a discussion of the new family and the wo4e which the
Creative working woman will have in the world of the future.
.?"

Wages of Work
30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
'Source:
University of California/Extension Media CeaNer/Berkeley,
CA 94720
Description: Mary Keysesling and a panel of employment experts
4discuss why, how, when, and where women work, and effects on family,
job, and community. One of the series, Choice: Challenge for
Title:

Hoiden( Woman.

Title:

What's The Matter With Alice?
30 minutes, 16mm, color, 1972
Source:
Newsfilms, USA/21 West 46th Street/New York City, NY
Description: Prepared for the Civil Service Commission, thy film
communicates an understanding of "upward mobility."
Title:

The X-Factor: Women As Peotift'
30 minutes each (one inch video-tape)
Source:
Cornell University/Director ETV C&Lter/Van Rensselaer Hall/
Ithaca, NY 14850
Description: Two half-hour programs on the status and image of women,
developed for a course at Cornell.
I
-.

Title: Childcare:
I.
People's Liberation
20 minutes, 16mm
Source:-- San Francisco Newsreel /Department W/1232 Matke Street/
Room 101/San Frandisco, CA 94102
Description: This film reviews how mothers and children i this
society tie eac4'bther down.
It shows, through exa'mpleSirhow community
run childcare
are A step toward liberition.

Tit k Whdis Sylvia?
27

nuts, B/W, 1957, #4793-

Source:
University 'of Ca1iformi4Extension Meta-Cenier/BerkeleY,
CA 94720
.
Description:
Study of the dreams, fears and hopei of a liiwyeailold
girl, "half child, half woman" and of .her relationships with lier'family-,

school and friends.
Title:

Teach Your Children Well
30 minutes, 16mm, color
Producer: Marta-Ashley; Aso Jproducer: Nina Janowsky; Assistant:
Marty Coe
Source:
Femedia/2286 Great Highway/San Francisco, CA 94116
Description:
Documentary about three women: 'a Black, a Chicane, and
a white woman in a comeirison of how their par4nts educated them'and
how the consequences of this affects the today,
, (
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Film Bibliography (Continued)

Title:

Choice:

Challenge or Modern Women
series of 12 films each 30
tes, B/W, 16mm, 1967
Source:
University of Nirrla/Extension Media Center/Berkeley,
CA 94720
Description:
Twelve discussion programs designed to-help women
arrive at reasoned choices as they make decisions affecting themselves,
their families, and society.
Title: Anything You Want To Bq
8 minutes, 16mm, B/W
Filmmaker: Lianc Brandon
Source:
New Day Films/267 West 25th Street/New, York City, NYC 10 1
Description: The conflicts and absurdities that beset a hie} sc ool
girl.
She mimics female stereotypes:
the wordly sophisticate, he
wholesome homemaker, the sexy "chick," the sweet youngthing. The
fibs raises questions and provokes thought rather tharOWscribing
answers.

Title:

Evolving Toward Woman

60 'Minutes

Source:

.

.

Contact Dcidre Walsh, c/o The Feminist Voice for more'

cjinformation
'Producer:
Dcidre Walsh

Description:
The s
le of women to redefine themselves in t4p midst
of the changes thatillit happening in our cultu
It presents an
i
uction to thq issues, rather than narrowin in on one specific
i
includes,rap sessions, interviews, and scenes of everyday
°CCU rences.
Title: Crowing Up Female: As Six Become One
60 minutes`
inutes, 16mm, B/W
.Filmmakers Julia Reichert & James Klein._
Source: .N
Day Films/267 west 25th Street/New York City, NY 1%4\1;
or from
frFr,incisco Newsreel/Department W1232 Market Street/Room-101ttan rancisco, CA 94102
bescrip oh: A documentary on the sociilization of women in' America.
The film traces this ptcess through thE lives of six females; the
youngest is 4, the oldest is 35. In between, the women arc st04ents
and workers, white and black. A prayerful film.

71.

Title: Woman, Wife Or What
29 minutes, 16mm, B/W
.
Producer and Source: KUON-TV Univ. Ed. TV St tfon/1600 R Street/
Lincoln, NE 68508
.
Description:
ExplainS that in a modern
d, many modern women,have,
feelings& -of -being trapped, their role co used.
Dese.eibes the battle
for intellectual recognition 2nel:wed for
cative ach ve ment.
..,,
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Film BibilOgruphy (Continued)

*Title: To Be A Woman
,13 minutes, 16mm, color
Sourcel RI y Budd Filma/235 Easc)57th StEeetiNew York City. NY
10022
Description:
Designed as a tool to trine re-thinking and start din -_
cussion. Ci s and young women were intery ewed and 18.hours of
feminine voices speaking of themselves, a iY self-image, their
attitudes, their conviction, and themselves were collected.
The
best statementewere put into 6 sections: girlhood, personhood,
feminity, nuti-stereotypes. -sexuality and idealism.

*Title: Women's Work: Engineering
26 minutes
,'Source: Massachusett4 Institute of Technology/Center fer Advanced
Engineering Study/Cambridge, Massachusetts
Description:- Designed for use by secondary school students in science,
math, social studies, and career education classes.- Je film is
intended to provide in-depth portrait of- women students and,profesaionals, giving their personal views bout the opportunities, probrems,
and rewards of an engineering career.

*Title:) Women in Science
.Source:
Quccusborough Community College/Bayside,'Sew York 11364
Descriptioh: This is a multimedia gockage contaSran cassette inter-

views, slides and articles plus references, showing

he work and
- --lifestyles of six successful contemporary female sc entistS. ',Dpiikned
for use by young-women making !4,:latational and caret choices.

&rid

Title:
for tomen in Ehaineering
Filmmaker:
Lell Telephone
Source:
Bell Telephone Companies/Availablq Fa
Descripti9
A film designed to encourage
ungdwomea to consider
engines 'ng)as a career.
Six worzen engineers from Doll labs &Alk
about their experiences in engineering.

We understand that a. number of-promotional films dealing with
women in science are being produced privately by various companies,
including General Electric rand Kodak; however, we haver been Dnsuccessful in our attempts to loOte these films, or theirtitles,.
.
*Title:
.How-Many Eves
14 minutes
I
Filmmaker: Zelda Zeldin
Source: Women's Media 4brkshop
's long, but successful, - struggle
Description: A film about a wo
to secure a promotion t9 the ne
jolNup the ladder, for which she
is clearly he most 414aliied: The film illustrates the problemsshe encounte
ith a'manager who thinks women should be keptin their
place, her co-w rkers (both men and women), and her huOdild. nib
film Is intende for corporations, educhtiona/ institutionsr1and
counseling and management consulting organizations. The film was'
produced in cooperation with the U:S. Civil Service ConoisiAlpn:
.
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Arierican Association of University Women Educational Foundation. Counseling Techniques for Mature Women. Washington, D.C., author, 1966.
290 p.

Report of a pilot adult counselor program, directed by Eleanor
F. Dolan under contrast with the Office of Manpower, U.S. Department
of Labor. The consultants and participants in this-program became
convinced that counselors must have knowledge of adult women's
psychology, information about the educational resources available,
knowledge of the techniques of counseling, and information about the
current job market. Women returning to work are insedbre, unable to
"piece together" help. They need a relatiOnship with one person who
can help them work out the basic steps. A full report, with an
appendix of 158 pages containing suggested readings, syllabi, course
outlines, and case histories.
An Imperative for the Seventi s: Releasing Creative Womanpower: A Guide
for Countelors of Mature 'omUniversity of Missouri--St. Louis,
0
Extension Division, 1969. 31 p.
.c

Proceedings of a summer wo'rkshop sponsored by the University

of MissouriSt. Louis: Lindcnwood College and th National
c
Association of Women Deans and Counselors. The purpose
of the
workshop was the explpratibn of the societal attitudes and emerging
options for the education and employment of women in the seventies.
Papers by Esther Westervelt, Gladys Harbeson, Carole Leland and Ruth
Van Doren are included. A schematic cycle of the educational process
for identifying, planning, implementing and evaluating programs for
women, and delineation of potential target populations of women 'by
King M. Wientge is also included.
-.

l

Astin, Helen S. and Thelma Myint. "Career Development of Young Women
During the Post-High School Years."- Journal of Counseling Psychology,
v. 18, no. 4, July 1971, p. 369-394.
This study of 5,378'u-omen during the five year period after high
school demonstrates that a certain amount of career predictability is
possible.
Girls who in high school score high on scholastic aptitude,
especially in mathematics and who plan to go to college, usually
choose fields that require greater career Commitment.
Plans to do
office work or to-be a housewife are Ade by girls with less aptitude
ana fewer academic interests. Girls who are interested in social
service or health fields,-but have little interest in further education usually continue to choose these fields. Full-time employment
after high school, and early interest in business and management,-a
B.A. degree, and unmarried status proved to be the best predictors of
plans to pursue a business career.
Despite the fact that close to one-half of the women studied
changed their career plans during the period studied, early pattern
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and interests predict later career outcomes. Since many women must
decide at high school graduation about future careers, counselors and
educators should assume responsibility for guiding these young women'
to make plans most appropriate for them, especially those planning,
careers that require specialized training. Guidance becomes even more
crucial for those girls of high ability and low aspirations who later
learn that office work or being .a housewife is not commensurate with
their interests of abilities.
. Bank, Ira. m:

"Children Explore Careerland through Vocational Role-Models."
VocatiOr6.1 Guidance QUarterly, v,. 17,'no. 4, June k969, p. 284-289.

Themuthor feels that boys and girls in elementary schools are in
need of experiences which can provide maximal opportunity for
vocational inquiry. A broader base for vocational choice can be
developed during those formative years and counsel'brs can help build
an expanded "career-land" in which the children are exposed to the
world of work and workers at an early age. The individual's choice of
alternatives in his future years may be enhanced by this expo-sure.
The author describes a role-model program which-was used-in an
elementary school and evaluates it.

-

Cook, Barbara. "Roles, Labels, Stereotypes: A Counselor's' Challenge."
Journal of the National Association of Women Deans and Counselors,
.v. 34, no. 3, Spring 1971, p. 99-105.

The author discusses answers to the questions: what should it
mean to a counselor to have an increased awareness of 'culturally
defined roles for men and omen? How may a'counselor increase her
own awareness? How doeS a counselor's self concept affect her
ability to help individual omen find answers to their individual
problems?
5

Daly, Edith M. A Theory for the Vocational Counseling of Women. Doctoral
-Dissertation, Ohio University, 19.70. 199 p. (University Microfilm
Publications No. 71-16, 483)
.

*

,

A study designed to develot
conceptual framework for viewing
the complexities of (female occuNtIonal-choice and suggesting a
vocational Counseling process. Literature of the past ten years was
reviewed.' It appears, says the author, that objective knowledge of
individual traits and/or of factors operative in job situAions does
not explain womerPs'vocati al choice processes. ResearCh findings
seem to point to whaccoul be called a "situational" view of woman's
choices. The decisions women make about career paieterns and specific
occupations arc made in the light of their own individual priorities,
at a particular point in time, in relation to their perception of
the meaning of a number of variables impinging upon and within them.
The author. discusses her theory for counseling.
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Entine, Alan D. "At Mid-Life They Return to College and Change Careers."
Journal of College Placement, v. 27, no. 4, April-May 1967, p.' 50-57.

*

The director of the pilot New Careers Program at Columbia
University discusses the program, and the motivations of people
wishing to change careers at mid-life. He feels that the national
.interest in this program has "uncovered a finding broader than the
original scope of the program--countless men and women wish to
change their careers in the middle years."
Eyde, Lorraine. -"Eliminating Barriers to Career Development of Women."
Personnel and Guidance-Journal, v. 49, no. -1 f /Sept. 1970, p. 24-28.
Women and girls need special assistance in planning careers, and
vocational counselors need to consider carefully factors in their
background 'and patterns of development, according to author. .The
needs of low income group women, for example, are different from
those of other groups.
Counseling young girls requires covering
far more than traditional topics of vocational interest and aptitudes.
Counselors as a whole, the author states, have been found to' hold
sex-stereotypes, and they need to change these attitudes. They
also need to be aware of subtle changes occurring in occupations so
that they can prepare womeq for tile future instead of the past.
Fagin, Margaret C. "Analysis of the PerfOrmance of Adult Women in
Missouri on Three General Examinations of the College Level
Examination Program." Adult Education Journal, v. 21, no. 3,
Spring 1971, p. 148-165.
One of the'major purposes of the College Level-Exariination
Program is to give adults an opportunity to secure college credit by
examination: In 1967-68, three of the General Examinatiorkp of the
College Level Examination were administered to 319 MISsouri women,
aged:25 to 73, for the purpose of comparing their test performances
with those of regularly enrolled' freshman and sophomore college
women, and of developing normative data for adult women. Among
the 10 findings listed: chronological age has no bearing on the
ability of mature women to perform well on the three examinations
used; recency of.formal education is significantly related only to
performance on the Natural Sciences Examination; level of formal
education is significantly-related to all three examinations. These
and other findings have important implications for counselors of
adults, College admissions officers and employers of mature women.

Farmer, Helen S. and Martin J. Bohn, Jr. "Home-Career Conflict Reduction
and the Level of Career Interest in Women." Journal of Counseling
fp_ycholoaK, v. 17, no. 3, May 1970, p. 228-232.

Many women experience conflict between home and career because
of the cultural lag between social opportunity and social sanction.
'This study was an attempt to reduce home-career conflict experimentrlly,
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by providing 42 measure of social sanction for demanding career
roles and to measure the effect of this reduc on on home and
career interests. In addition, the study cent oiled for married/
single status to determine its relevance to vo tional interest when
home-career conflict was reduced. It was concl ded that the
level of vocational interest in women, irrespec ve of married/
single status would be raised if home-career con list were reduced.
Women's attitudes toward careers can be affected nd counselors
must take time to discuss some of the issues involved in the vocational choice process for women. Such clarification could be built
into high school and college curricula for girls, "warranted when
one considers the gain to society if women chose careers commensurate
with their potential."
Fortner, Mildred L. "Vocational Choices of High School Girls: Can They
Be Predicted?" Vocational Guidance Quarterly, v. 18, no. 3,
March'1970, p. 203-206.

Although counselors are becoming aware of the changing patterns
in labor force participation of women and the need to help girls
prepare for the future, they have difficulty doing this because of
lack of knowledge of factors contributing to the vocational choice
of girls. This study attempts to identify some of these factors,
using ZQ scores, Sims Occupational Rating scale, so ial class and
family wage earners' occupations, on a group of 400 igh school
juniors and seniors in Missouri and Wyoming. Results show predictions
can be made.
Friedersdorf, Naney Wheeler. A Comparative Study of Counselor Attitudes
Toward the Further Educational and Vocational Plans of High School
Girls. Doctoral dissertation, Purdue University, 1969.
171 p.
(University Microfilm Publications no. 70-3887)

An attempt to deeermine the attitudes of.counselors toward the
educational and vocational goals of high school girls, and the extent
of difference betw:aen male and female counselors. The counselors
were compared in a role-playing situation where they. acted as
college bound high school girls and non-college bound girls. The
counselors were also given the Strong Vocational Interest Blank
and Personal InformationiForms to complete.
Some conclusions:
male counselors associated college bound girls with traditional
feminine occupations at semi-skilled levels, and tended to think
of women in feminine roles; female counselors tended to expand
the traditional image of female work roles; male counselors perceived the college bound girl as having positive attitudes toward
,tra
ionally femihine occupations regardless of the classification
of the occ ation.
lev
Such perceptions may affect the higher
edu ati al and v cational goals of the female student. Recommendations
s .gestions for public school programs to expaIld
occupational horizons for women are presented.
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Gardner, Joann. "Sexist Counieling Must Stop." Peisonnel and Cuidance,...----/
Journal, v. 49, no. 9, May 1'971, p. 705-714.
The author' states "Today, it is probably not a serious misrepresentation to say that all counselors are sexist." The myths
about women need to be eliminated and texts and curricula from pre reading on need revision so that children will develop aspirations
according to their individual characteristics rather than to their
She suggests that counselors must take courses taught by
sex.
feminists, participate 'in consciousness-raising groups, and pursue
internships supervised by feminists.
Hall, Cuin. "A New Look at Women and VocatiOns."
Journal, v. 39, no. 4, April 1964, p. 25.

American Vocational

The author contends that education has a responsibility to the
girl in school and to the women wishing to re-enter the job market.
Vocational schools might explore job orientation courses and women's.
organizations might sponsor job clinics where free guidance by
There is also a need for educacareer specialists could be given.
tors, especially vocational teachers, to meet more frequently with
business and industry personnel, and employmerc agency personnel.
Johnson, Ray W. "Parental Identificatidn and Vocatio. 1 Interests of
College Women." Measureeent and Evaluation in Guidance, v. 3, no. 3,.
Fall 1970, p. 147-151.

The subjects in this study were tested for occupational interests
and identification with mother or father. From the results it would
seem that women with interests in areas that are basically scientific
tend to identify more with their fathers than their mothers. The
results further sul.-gest that identification with the mother, as
measured by the technique of this study, is not a major consideration
Career
in the formation of the. sex-typical occupational interests.
interests are not necessarily associated with masculine ideritification
but mathematical-scientific interests may be so associated.
Levine, Adeline Cordon. Marital and Occupational Plans of Women in
Professional Schools; Law, Medicine, Nursing, Teaching. Doctoral
(University Microfill4
139 p.
dissertation, Yale University, 196S.
Publications no. 69-13, 353)

Social class, background factors, future plans and current
experiences of students at four professional schools were studied.
Two of the schools (law, medicine) were characterized as masculine
It was found that women in the
fields, the other two as feminine.
masculine field schools came from hither social class _backgrounds,
and had mothers who were better educated and approved of a variety
of career roles for women. These findings were interpreted as showing
that not only the financial resources to implement career choices,
but, models of orientetion toward female occupational and educational
roles differed between career field groups.

Lewis, Edwin C. Developing Women's Potential.
University, 1968. 389, p.

Ames, Iowa, Iowa State

A survey of existing research on women, including ability,
education, employment, careers and guidance. The author summarizes
the research which is crequently conflicting. An extensive
bibliography is includdd.
McHugh, William Thomas. A Study of the Difference in Self-Concept and
Occupational Role Concepts. of Young Women biter Middle-Aged Women
In Occupational Training Programs.
Doctoral dissertation, University
of Oregon., 1970. 96 p. (University Microfilm Publications no. 71-1333)
-

The theory that an individual uses her occupational choice as
a means of self-actualization was the position 'of this study. The
study investigates the effects of age on the relationships between
self-concept and occupational role concepts. The analyses of data
in all areas of the study revealed no.significnnt differences
between the middle-aged women and younger women of this study, who
were in the final stages of professional and semi-professional
training at an urban community college. If, however, the directional
pattern of the differences in mean scores are not due to chance, then
some conclusions can be proposed. The author discusses these.
MacPherson, Lucille I. T1e Effects of Social Class on iremales' Perceptions
of Traditionil Sex Rble Adherence in Occupations. Doctoral Dissertation, Arizona State University, 1971. 82p., (University Microfilm
Publications no. 71 -59S1)

The wmise of this thesis is that social class membership
influencek perceptions of traditional sex- role adherence in occupations and these percepLicns in turn affect occupational choice.
The
analysis revealed significant differences between the responses of
-the- high school seniors in three social classes for semi-profesSional,
managerial, skilled, and semi-skilld occupations. Sex role adherence
appeared to be a function of social class membership.
To the extent.
that this population studied is representative of female high school
seniors, it can be concluded that social class is an important factor
influencing perceptions of sex role ,stereotypes'in occupations. These
findings help toward abetter unders.tanding of some factors involved
in girls' occupational decision making and subsequent development of
a theory of vocational choice for women.
Masih, Lalit K. "Career-Salieny and Its Relation to Certain Needs,
Interests, and Job Values." Personnel and Guidance Journal, v. 45,
no. 7, March 1967, p. 653-658.

The high career-salient woman, according to this study, shows a
high need for achievement and perceives herself as capable ofenduring
long periods of work. She indicates a strong desire for fame but
is less concerned with prestigo.
However, this is a small portion of
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the women tested and compared to men, a much smaller proportion.
According to.the author "the recognition of these differences is
essential for any successful counseling program
.
a program
more oriented toward nonoccupatibnal interests and motivations
might go a long way in clarifying the goals of women."
.

.

Matthews, Esther and David V. Ticdcman.
"Attitudes Toward Career and
Marriage and the Development of Life Style in-Young Women."
Journal of Counseling Psychology, v. 11, no. 4, Winter 1964,
p. 375-384.

A study of 1237 girls, representing the developmental stages
of early adolescence, adolescence pod young adulthood and their
attitudes toward career and marriage. -One interesting find ng is
the drop in career cotamitment from junior to senior high tic ° ol.
The high school group showed a greater acceptance of marriage. The
authors feel that a'major theme which appeared in the responses is
that women feel that men take a dim view of the expression of
women's. intelligence, and it is therefore wise to accept this situation
if one wishes to marry.

j

,....

1

Mooney, Robert Francis. A 'Multiple Discriminant Analysis of the Interest
.Patterns of Iligh School Girls.
Doctoral disse'rtation,' Boston
College,.1968. 147 p. (University Microfi m Publications no. 69-12,
329)

This study attempted to discover if significant differences
exist among college preparatory high school girls categorized into
broad occupational prefer nce groups.
It also attempted tq examine
the nature of any diffore ces and classify girls into occupational
preference groups on the b sis of these differences. Results showed
that the interest patterns of many high school girls seem to crystallize by the time they ente 10th grade.
It further showed, according
to the author, that it was
ssible to classify girls, on the basis
of their interest pattern int more specific occupational groups
than science or non-science.
.e classification procedures of this
study might sagest to the guidance counselor a new and effective
method for helping high school girls to select appropriate.carcers.
Mowesian, Richard. "EdocntiCnal and Career Aspirations of High School
Females." Journal of the National Association of Women Means and
Counselors, v. 35, no. 2, Winter 1972, p. 65-70.

According to the author, this study implies that girls are not
satisfied to enter the labor market in just ay job but have definite
.post high school objectives as well as levels of occupational
aspiration:. If the data from this investigation of girls in'Texas
can be accep/ed as representational of our adolescent female population, then there are some implications that counselors will-need to
consider in career plan.ning with the girls. The author lists and.
briefly discusses four considerations.
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New Patterns of Employment. Proceedings of the Conference-Worksho)p,
i1arch 29, 1966, Center for CAltinuing Education of Women.
Ann Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan, 1966. 143 p.
Many women wish to resume their interrupted formal educ:tion,
or enter new fields, but they want to,be.trained in a field
sere
their services will be needed. The emphasis of this conference is
to discover 6he most promising fields of employment for the
educated matOre women who wancto work only a twenty to thirty
hour week because of family responsibilities.
(/

Ohlscn, Merle M. "Vocational Counseling for Girls and Women."
Guidance Quarterly, v. 17, no. 2, Dec. 1968, p. 124-127.

Vocational

Because society's influence has not encouraged girls to take
seriously the choice of an out -of -hoop career* the author feels that
the counselor must make special efforts to cope with the sex role
-problems and encourage girls to enter'respoffsible positions in
business, industry and the professions.

Okun, BarbaraLater Careers of Women College Graduates."

Journal of
the National association of Women Dean f. and Counselors. ..4v. 35,
no. 2, Winter 1972, p. 83 -S9.

Increasingly, counselors are having to deal with the probles of
the extended work life of the
ture woman. 41f more were kno....n about
the potential influencesearly' work, eucation, fa-milial experiences-Counselors' would be better -able to.help college girls identify the kind
of variables they should consider during their forthcoming career
and hou.emaking periods.
Counselors would then have a better und.7_,rstanding of. the special considerations necessary in the studr-of
women's occupational choices. The purpose of this study was-to
identify-the-factors that determine the occupational choices of a
married women 12 to 20 years after colleze-graduation-f-ollowing a
period of at least seven years as a ho=cmakctrRczler, Agnes G.
"Characteristics of High School Girls Choosing Traditional
or Pioneer Vocations." Personnel and Guidance Journal, v. 45, no. 7,
March 1967, p. 659-665.

Junior and senior girls in a Catholic girls' high school in_the
mid-west were the subjects of this study. The characteristics of
girls who wish:-d to be pioneers, i.e., physiciahs, mathematicians,
scientiA"ts, were compared with traditionals, i.e., nurses, elementary
school teachers. Academic aptitude, interest, achieverant and
personality differentiated pioneers fro:1 traditional. From the
results it seers clear to the author that prospective pioneers can
by separated/from traditionAls by the time of the jnior yeat in high
school. The implications of this for counseling-high school girls
is discussed .\
r
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12L.
Schisael, Robert F. "Development of a Career-OrientaiOn Scale for
Women." Journal of Counseling, Psveliolo6r. v.15, no. 3, May 1968,
p. 257-262.

This study dtiveloped a Career-Ortetation Scale which discriminates between career and non-career oriented women on the basis of,,
interest.
The results were favorable to the hypothesis. that ATC4P of
Interest of women classified as "career oriented" differed
significantly from those of "non-career oriented" women. There
is evidence that women can be ordered Along a continuum of career
orientations on the basis of their interests.
Sedlacek, Caroline Gladys.
Selected Factors Affecting
and
Persistence of Vocational Choice. for Collicge Women. Do oral
dissertation, University of North Dakota, 1968.
123 p. (UniverAity
Microfilm Publications no. 69-8567)

The purpose of the study was to investigate'vocational.choice
and persistency in relation to the college factors:
type of
vocational choice, vocational interest patterns, personality nds,
academic ability and performance, and family background. The study
was done in two steps 'with follow-up questionnaires.
Sore findings
for the fir:It pars:
more women from the "very certain" vocational
choice an'tS"fairly certain" groups chose traditional vocations
than the "Uncertain" group; the "very certain" group scored lower
than the other groups on the mather,atics and natural science tests.
Findings of the second part revealed that by the end of the second
year in college 90 percent of the women were preparing for traditional
feminine vocations. Women who had been "certain" or ',I-fairly certain"
of their freshman vocational choice tended .to change their vocationa/
411
choice.
Stafford, Rita Lynne. "A Study of the Process glf Vocational Develop-:et
in Professional Women." Journal of the National Al-.ociatiom of
W.).72n Deans and Counselors, v.-30, no. 4, Su=er 19o7, p. 190-19:.

This study of outstanding women in New York State who shad
been-practicing in the fields of law, medicine, dentistrt, nursing
and educational administration, showed that with the exception of
educational administration, apgroxim.ntely-one-fifth of the respo:Idents
"knew" prior to the age of 12 that they wanted to enter the field
in which they are presently engar,cd. By the tim4 they had entered
college, 26 percent of the' attorneys knew law was their chosen
profession, 45 percent-of-the doctors had decided on medicine, 17,
percent of tlile educational-administrators had chosen the educational
world and 19 pctrent of the nursing ad-ninistr.-tors had made their
decisions. Th_se results, in conjunction with tables reveal Chit
influential persons, attitudes, and events combined with data
concerning youthful career interests should cause'edueational
institutions to re-examine their patterns of student guidance.
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Steinmann, Anne. "Female Role Perception as a Factor in Cotay.elirig."
Jour 11 of the National A,.,sociation of Women pc.n% and Coonnelor%,
v.
no. 1, Fall 1970, p. 27-33.

The author, who has conducted many studies on nex role eon=
crpts, PLAtrO, "Irrespective of :Irv, ra4arJtal gtatun, racy, education
or socio-economic wtatus, women ne= to be ambivalent with re-:Tyr:tip
to home and career." Counselors mu..t now identify thin problem of
erl* At an early age to help them ma Lc appropriate chnicri in resolving
it.
Since coun-;cling In now more than curricular advice and since
ro
conflict in so prevalent, the nocd for early counnelins in 5chow1
is especially urgent. Without such help, %omen care likely to
experience fruntrarion in whatever role they hoone." The pre!ment
study is an attempt to uncover the banes for the role-conflict by
investigatini: a group of college wonen. Evidence suggects stronglyj
that counselors tasAt consider the potential life-style of young
women clients againit the background of the views and life-ntylea
pi their parentn. Parents' atttkude!: represent both a direction and
a limitation for young women.
Every young.worr.An aunt be helped to
make an early start in a,.qessing her own needs and me.P.urig thu-.e
needs in relation to the environ-ent. In addition, all concerned
with the need to help young women plan tnunt
"-trc-.3 the
need for universal free day care.
"Ultimately only this will Five
women the op)rtunity to choose freoay between home and career. I I
TennyNor, W. We.;1,2y, Thogas A. Soldah;, and Charlott Mueller. The
feachor's Role in Career Development. Wa.:hin2:on, D.C., National
-Vocational Guidance A:.;_;ociation,

1967r.

107 p.

Revis d edition of"... Minnesota Department of Education
publication. Accordin7 to the a:!thers, an effective guidance
program Is dependent. to 3 erX3Sletr:::!c e-ntr!nt on t!ii.!'activ,2

clsroem teacherr..

Te.-tr?ir

tion in poir.ting out. the reldtion

can
an important cc=r;11of the sulsjects th
tf.ach to

Thecu'; of
pu!.licatIn is on
netho:1s
and media for relating subject matt r to vocational development.
Thomas, Arthur S. and 7likrman R. Ste -1r:-.

"Counselor Re!; once to Fer-nle
Clients with senate an.1 Confor-.ing Soals."
-or
Psycholo-y, v. 18, no. 4, July 1971, p. 352-357.

Counselors, alon!1 with

are struF:Fli

with ;:he.dis-

crepancies between stcreotypes of the past aad the current socfetr:1
changes. Thiscstudy
designod to test the response of recuniary
school coun:;elors to r.irls who !;elect

occurntipn45 ani
those who select what arc con-1:19rd masculine -.0a1
(dc.;iate).
Sixty-four counselors were tested.. Re-ults re: Female couelors
were more accepting of both types of cirls thrin male counselors;*.
counselors, reardle-..s es: sex, rated co ford
go11S a!: more
of r ,cx,
,
appropriatc\rhan
teals: coun:;elor:.;, rc.;',ardh2
rated girin- with
career
to 114!
rya
in ni.,d or
than those with conforming goals. D.tails of the study .,nil ir.plic.:tions are discuz;sed.
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